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Executive Summary
In February 2009, Jon Cooper began the research on what became known as The Adam Park
Project or TAPP. The project’s objectives were clear; to assess the potential for battlefield
archaeology in Singapore and Adam Park was chosen to be the case study.
Over the next nine months Cooper contacted a host of museums, archives and veteran groups
pulling together a comprehensive history of the estate in WW2. Sources include interviews
and discussions with 12 veterans who had either fought or lived on the estate during the war.
A team of volunteers trawled through the archives in the UK, Japan and Australia and
unearthed a selection of diaries and images that have never been seen in public before. TAPP
has subsequently unearthed an incredible story of Singapore in WW2 as played out across
this miraculously preserved ‘black and white’ estate.
Cooper concluded that there was enough documentary evidence to warrant the start of a
series of archaeological surveys on the estate and in November 2009 the first of 10 metal
detectors surveys was carried out at 20 Adam Park. At the end of the first day of the survey a
small selection of bullets, buttons, buckles and coins had been unearthed. It was evident to
Cooper that his months of research had been vindicated and that the estate was a remarkable
WW2 heritage site. Cooper went on to organise another ten similar surveys over the course of
the next 12 months which unearthed over 1,400 artefacts of which around 40% could be
associated with the Syonan years.
On 30th July 2010, Cooper entered into a partnership with the Singapore Heritage Society and
the National University of Singapore with the aim raising sponsorship for a further series of
archaeological surveys to take place across the site. The Project’s partners developed the idea
of a ‘Big Dig’; a three week package of surveys which would not only continue the search for
the WW2 heritage on site but also create an opportunity to promote the work through
education and media to a wider audience as possible.
The ‘Big Dig’ ran from 29th March 2011 for three weeks in which 5 different surveys teams
were accommodated on site. The result was a comprehensive archaeological study into six
key locations across estate. this was the first systematic investigation into a battlefield site to
take place in Singapore
In 2011, since the ‘Big Dig’, Jon Cooper has continued to present numerous talks, TV
interviews and lectures on the TAPP findings including an appearance in History Channel’s
‘Hidden Cities’ and Okto’s Project Neighbourhood’. Cooper has also hosted numerous
‘walks and talks’ around the estate including individual tours for the next of kin. Over 1,000
school children have attended a series of ‘Digging Deeper’ talks based on the TAPP project
in which subjects as wide as the hunt for Egyptian mummies to a child’s life in Syonan have
been hotly debated.
February 2012 is the 70th Anniversary of the fall of Singapore. TAPP has not only
demonstrated that even seven decades on WW2 heritage is still readily accessible in the
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landscape but also that Singapore’s wartime heritage remains an inspiring and enthralling
history for audiences across the world.
This document presents an overview of the archaeological surveys undertaken by TAPP to
date. It is to be read in conjunction with the Research Documents and Survey Reports
submitted with this paper. It is hoped that the document can be used as a blue print for similar
future projects and inspires other organisations to explore and protect the hidden heritage of
Singapore before it is permanently destroyed.
The report introduces the reader to the background of the project and the role battlefield
archaeology has in exploring the history of a particular site. Consideration is given to the
importance of understanding the historic and archaeological context of the work and the
significance of reconstructing the landscape over which the battle was fought.
The bulk of the document discusses the methodologies used in the surveys and results of the
work. Particular reference is made to the major discovery of the POW chapel as part of the
Architectural Survey. This facility, the location of which has been narrowed down one of two
buildings, is perhaps the most important single feature in the POW camp. The section
concludes that the Chapel murals may still be lying behind the layers of paint in the room and
only further investigation can reveal the exact location and the existence of this emotive
artwork. The subsequent discovery of the building and murals may well put Adam Park in the
frame to be considered as one of the major WW2 heritage finds of the decade in SE Asia.
The final chapter looks ahead to the 70th Anniversary of the fall of Singapore and discusses
how the Adam Park project could add heritage value to the event. It also explores the
possibilities of using new technologies to ensure the findings and artefacts from the project
are made readily available to the public. Finally the report considers the potential for
battlefield archaeology on other sites about the island and expresses the hope that Singapore
would become a centre of excellence in this field, not only serving its own vivacious appetite
for home grown heritage but also exporting the skills and knowledge across South East Asia.
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Introduction
‘Archaeology is Rubbish’ - so said the slogan on the student’s T Shirt. This was a little off
putting as I was attending Glasgow University’s Archaeology Department’s recruiting day at
the time this shirt was spotted. Further explanation was called for and so I made some
discreet enquiries before signing up for the Battlefield and Conflict Archaeology MLitt
course.
It transpired that archaeology is in fact ‘a study, conducted by using scientific methods, to
systematically recover material evidence of life and culture from past ages and making a
detailed investigation of that evidence’ (MacMillon 1991 p10). Indeed archaeology is the
study of objects created by humans in the past… i.e. rubbish. However, this statement was
obviously too large to print on the average T shirt and only fractionally as provocative.
For many years the archaeologists concentrated on the first half of this definition. They
collected things and then handed them over to private and national collections. In fact,
looking back, this was tantamount to little more than rooting through ancient waste skips
looking for treasure. No wonder the early 20th Century historians saw little value in
consulting with the archaeologists before writing their great works on ancient civilisations as
they had very little more to add to the plot beyond a catalogue of artefacts.
Today archaeologists are not just collectors of detritus. It is nowadays all about understanding
context of the discovery and how this fits into the bigger picture. A bullet is just another one
of millions of bullets produced when considered as a single item. However the bullet that shot
John F Kennedy is considered a seminal piece of American heritage. The only difference is
that the context of the artefact is fully understood and is attributable to a decisive point in
history.
Fortunately for military historians, battles are by their very traumatic and sporadic nature,
notable historic events. The history of every great empire and civilisation starts and finishes
with a great battle. If, as Winston Churchill put it, ‘Battles are the punctuation marks of
history’ then the study of warfare is vital in understanding and interpreting the written history
of that civilisation.
This would explain the copious tomes throughout the ages dedicated to conflict. Many of the
surviving works from the ancient times are filled with great military exploits. However
Churchill also commented that history, especially military history, is written by the victors as
the losers had in all probability been killed off or thought best to collaborate with the new
commissioners. This myopic manipulation of the historic written record has plagued the
military historians as there have been very few alternative ancient sources of information to
go on. The first battle map published in the United Kingdom for example was printed in the
mid 16th Century and the first frontline photographic images were not developed until the mid
19th Century. So for many of the earliest battles the written text is all the research team has to
work with.
So where do the Battlefield Archaeologists come into this process? Certainly the further back
you go in time the bigger the contribution the archaeologists can make in affirming or
rejecting the written record. It has been known for the archaeologists’ findings to rewrite the
military history books. The decisive battle at Bosworth (1485) is a case in point. For many
years the historians identified the battlefield as being just outside Sutton Cheney in
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Leicestershire on Ambion Hill. So convinced were they of the validity of the site that a
visitors’ centre was erected nearby and flags flown from the combatants lines. However
nobody had ever looked for or found material evidence of the battle on the site. That was
until 2010 when archaeologists found the battle debris 3km from the original site and a little
too far away for the visitors at the centre to trek out to. The historians rewrote the history
books and the museum staff redesigned the heritage centre.
That’s all well and good for ancient battles but can the same sensational results be expected
for modern conflicts? The copious amount of alternative historic evidence surely negates the
need for further physical evidence to be gathered. Perhaps in our modern conceited way we
believe we would never again misplace such vital historic records. Admittedly as the 20 th
Century has rolled on wars have gone global and recording the events is now instant and
‘online’. The historians of modern warfare are swamped with diaries, photographs, TV
footage and now even instant IPhone images. Never has mass killing had so much good press
coverage. But does this mean we have all the answers as to what happened on the 20th
Century battlefields?
In reality one only has to look at the roll of missing men from modern conflicts to suggest
that we are not too good at keeping track on the minutiae of slaughter on such a large scale.
When warfare went global then debatably the record keeping, archiving and interpretation
went that way too. It would appear that the ‘big picture’ got so big that historians have lost
site of the personal details, leaving the individual’s experience relegated to the hand written
memoirs in the attic and war stories down the pub. Unfortunately the authors of those WW2
diaries and the tellers of those war stories are dying off and with them disappears that
valuable source of knowledge. We will soon be left with fading memories and crumbling
diaries to recall such personal struggles.
So when does battlefield ‘rubbish’ become a meaningful historic record or an archaeological
artefact for that matter? Perhaps a good yardstick is the point in time at which the man who
dropped it dies or when he can no longer remember or no longer cares to recall the event.
That time for Singapore’s WW2 heritage is now. And if now is not a good time to recover
these artefacts, then when is? As time marches on, memories fade and developers build; sites
such as these will inevitably disappear from public consciousness. What right have we to
rebuke the 15th Century chroniclers for not erecting a ‘Richard III died here’ cairn at
Bosworth when we allow our own WW2 heritage sites to be lost without a trace?
The Adam Park Project (TAPP) was set up in February 2009 to show the potential for WW2
heritage in Singapore. It started out as a part time research project which may have simply led
to yet another history book on the subject. But by May 2011 the TAPP team had revealed
much more than a book alone could describe. A two week excavation culminated in the
discovery of a rubbish pit, a hole in the ground in which we found a horde of WW2 artefacts.
These items were added to over 1,500 other artefacts recovered from across the manicured
gardens and pristine tennis courts around the estate by the metal detector teams. The
collection was then placed into a context of the WW2 landscape in order to understand its full
meaning. What we discovered was a veritable heritage treasure trove set within the milieu of
an incredible timeless backdrop. This report introduces the reader to the process of revealing
this enlightening archaeology and invites them to look beyond the pages of the books and
reach out to touch the history of Singapore’s darkest days.
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This document is intended to be a review of all the surveys undertaken during the Adam Park
Project. It sets out to provide background to the surveys, considers the main findings of each
survey and concludes with an assessment of the success of the work. It is to be read in
conjunction with the three research documents and the twelve survey reports published by the
project team and shown in the bibliography of this document
Jon Cooper
TAPP
Project Manager
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Chapter 1 - Context of the Site
Background
Any would-be battlefield archaeologist would be forgiven in passing by Adam Park without
giving it a second glance. The estate is set back off the six lane Adam Road with only No.7,
currently a plush new restaurant, visible from the road. The narrow curving driveway into the
estate and the tree lined gardens give the properties beyond a feeling of privacy and
detachment from the hustle and bustle of the life around them. The only clue as to the
wartime heritage to be found on the estate is a slightly battered and faded heritage
information board sited at the entrance of the estate and somewhat bypassed by most
pedestrians.
The panel was erected by the National Heritage Board. It details the role of No.7 Adam in the
fighting that took place in and around the estate in 1942, describes briefly the historic context
and comments on the present occupation by the NUSS. However the most useful piece of
information for anyone wanting to know more about the events that unfolded on this site is
the reference to Michael Moore’s book ‘The Battalion at War’ in the bottom left hand corner.
Moore’s book details the wartime adventures of his father, Sgt ‘Pony’ Moore and in
particular his participation and subsequent wounding in the fighting around No.20 Adam
Park. It is a fine piece of work and a valuable resource. In particular it provided a
comprehensive bibliography from which it was possible to compile a full account of the
fighting on and around the estate.

Fig 1 – The Historians for the 41st Regiment (Fukuyama) stand alongside the Adam Park
heritage board that makes no mention their regiment’s fight for the estate.
However, the research also revealed a number of vital omissions to the information on the
heritage board. Notably there is little recognition as to the Japanese units that fought to take
the estate. There is also no comment made as to the fate of the civilians, both ‘expat’ and
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locals who lived on the estate and were subsequently caught up in the maelstrom of war. But
most tellingly there is no comment as to the role of the estate as a Prisoner of War (POW)
work camp and the incarceration of 3,000 Australian and British troops within its boundaries
for the best part of 1942. They were part of the workforce working on the Syonan Shinto
Shrine which was built on the shores of the MacRitchie reservoir overlooking the manicured
fairways of the Singapore Island Country Club golf course; a temple that has now been
subsumed by the forestation. It is hoped these oversights can be addressed as a result of the
work done by the Adam Park Project.

General Overview of the Site
Adam Park is located on the eastern edge of what is termed the ‘Central Highlands of
Singapore. It is accessible from Adam Road at the south east end of the estate. In 1942 Adam
Road was a single track thoroughfare that took the traveller up to the Singapore Island
Country Club and beyond along the south shore of MacRitchie Reservoir to Thompson
Village. Much of the surrounding land was plantation and open country. Notably to the north
and overlooking the estate were ‘Hill 95’ (so called by the military due to its datum height
above sea level) and Water Tower Hill, surmounted by the structure which provided water to
Sime Road RAF Camp. Sime Road was home of the RAF Far East Command and markedly
General Percival’s HQ up until 12th February 1942. Hill 95 was an annex to the Bukit Brown
Cemetery and the top was subsequently scattered with gravestones and shrines. A small
settlement of atap houses ringed the bottom slopes and it was lightly wooded.
The Adam Park estate was built by the Municipal Council between 1928 and 1932.
Originally earmarked for twenty houses, only 19 were built. Five so called Class I designs,
two storey properties, were built along the crest of the estate and the remaining 14 were of the
Class III bungalow type built along the contours of the hill. The estate was originally
accessible by three roads; The ‘Back Road’ servicing houses 1 to 6, The ‘Top Road’ along
the central spine of the estate which provided primary access to No.s 7 – 16 and the ‘Lower
Road’ providing entry into houses 17 to 20. House No. 1 appears not to have been built.
The majority of the houses were rented out to Municipal Council workers but it was not
unknown for military men, doctors and diplomats to live amongst the government employees.
Adam Park was a typical upper class, ‘expat’ community, one of many such estates that lay
between Adam Road and the centre of the city.
All the houses are set in substantial gardens many of which were originally equipped with
their own tennis courts. The main building is surrounded by garages and outbuildings used
primarily as amah’s accommodation and a kitchen block, clearly identifiable today by the
chimney jutting out of the roof. The borders of the properties were formerly marked by lines
of bushes or trees but for most part the access and views were unimpeded by foliage. The
roads are bordered by concrete lined drainage ditches some up to 3ft deep.
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Map 1 – Location map and plan of the estate in 1942 based on OS and Estate plans held in
the National Archives and National library of Australia (Centre for Battlefield
Archaeology, 2010)
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Identifying the Battlefield Landscape
It was this suburban bliss that the Cambridgeshire Regiment found itself defending in the
final days of the fall of Singapore. They moved into the abandoned buildings on the afternoon
of the 12th February 1942 and set about fortifying the position. They remained there for three
days until the ceasefire around 4.00pm on the 15th February. They left behind a radically
different landscape from the one they entered. Two houses had been destroyed completely by
fire and explosion and many others had been seriously damaged by shelling. Up to 40 corpses
were left unburied around the site and the lawns were pot marked by shell craters and scarred
by slit trenches. Much of the foliage had been stripped off the trees and fire had cleared the
tinder dry grassland to the north and east of the site. The houses were strewn with the
belongings of the civilians; one observer noted that hundreds of disabled and abandoned
vehicles were parked up around the gardens and driveways. The power had been cut off and
the water supply blown to bits. The damaged drains were blocked and stagnant pools of water
and rotting bodies attracted clouds of mosquitoes and flies.
It was no surprise therefore that evidence of the battle could still be found in the landscape 70
years after the event. The most obvious indication was around the houses themselves. Pot
marked and repair holes in the masonry and plaster can be seen around the pillars under the
houses. Odd depressions filled with building material and the mounds of brickwork and roof
tiles are scattered across the lawns bear testimony to some kind of rebuilding programme.
The surface artefacts themselves showed evidence of burning and severe heating; molten
glass and metalwork can be found scattered across the gardens. There was even tentative
evidence of shell holes and slit trenches still to be found in the lawns and surrounding waste
land.
Identifying the role individual houses played in the fighting has proven to be difficult. Only
two buildings were mentioned in detail in the accounts. The Cambridgeshire’s Battalion HQ
was clearly identified in Michael Moore’s book as being at No.7 Adam Park. This was
confirmed in the diary entries by the reference to Lt Colonel Carpenter establishing his HQ in
the cellar of the house; No.7 is the only house on the estate where the space between the
supporting pillars has been turned into a store room. The Regimental Aid Post was a little
harder to identify. Cross reference to a number of accounts suggested that the RAP was
located at No.17 Adam Park and was burnt down during ceasefire. This was confirmed from
one veterans sketch map of the area showing the RAP one down from the Battalion HQ.
A1950’s aerial photo of the estate suggests that No17 had been fitted out with a new roof post
war. There are a few other ambiguous mentions of buildings in the accounts and locating the
site of specific incidents is problematical as the written evidence remains vague and makes
little reference to house numbers or specific locations. The house to house fighting on the 14th
February was supposedly around house No.20 but there also appears to have been a general
action along the front line where Japanese troops had infiltrated into the out houses and
buildings on the edge of the estate including buildings on the foot of Water Tower Hill.
In contrast, searching for the WW2 landscape just beyond the estate seemed to be much more
problematical given the amount of modern development in the area. Much of Water Tower
Hill and Hill 95 have been lost under secondary forestation. The building of the Pan Island
Expressway (PIE) and the widening of Adam Road has carved great gouges out of the
landscape. The development of ‘The Arcadia’ condominium and access road has effectively
erased the battlefield to the south of the PIE across the bottom slopes of Water Tower Hill.
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However a closer look at contemporary maps reveals vital clues as to the location of wartime
features and evidence of conflict. The most obvious link to the past is the line of the drainage
ditches that criss-cross the landscape. As these follow well established natural run offs they
have been left virtually undisturbed. Some have been re-lined but their route has remained
consistent. The drains were used by the soldiers as readymade field works and
communication trenches and appear in many of the accounts and sketch maps. Locating these
features in the modern landscape provides a fix point from which other features can be
plotted.

Fig 2 – A quick walk into the forest along the established footpaths within the MacRitchie
Nature Reserve reveals a number of potential WW2 field works. Pictured on the left are
foxholes that can be found just off Lornie Road along the footpath leading into the reserve
(1o 20’.12N, 103o48’.06) and are possibly those dug by Cambridgeshires assigned to defend
the Golf Course on 12th February 1942. The features in the image on the right can be
found along the footpath leading from the Jelutong Tower towards the west end of the golf
course and correspond to the Japanese positions knocked out by Captain Derby’s patrol on
the 12th February 1942.
There is a temptation when looking for wartime landscapes to search in the most inaccessible
places under the assumption that the poor access and dense forestation somehow preserves
the site. This proved particularly true when searching for the ruins of the Shinto Shrine in the
MacRitchie Nature Reserve; a site that has been taken off the maps, is not sign posted and is
lost under the ever encroaching canopy of the rainforest. Likewise the piles used to support
the bridge that took visitors to the Shinto Shrine across the reservoir are preserved below the
surface and can only be seen when the water levels are at their lowest. But there are two
points of interest to note from the search for the 1940’s landscape around Adam Park.
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Fig 3 – The ruins of the Shinto Shrine overlooking the MacRitchie Reservoir are still
visible amidst the undergrowth. 10,000 POWs built the complex of which 3,000 were
housed at Adam Park
Firstly it is unwise to date terrain by comparing it to similar sites in more temperate zones
such as the UK. For example Water Tower Hill is currently covered in secondary forestation
and one may think that such tall trees and dense undergrowth must be over 70 years old and
therefore contemporary to the fighting, especially when comparing this to similar landscapes
in Britain and Europe. However such is the rate of growth in a tropical climate that this
particular forestation has taken less than 5 decades to grow and the hill at the time of the
fighting was in fact mostly void of trees and covered in lalang grass.
Secondly landscapes that appear to be a pristine post war development may actually be quite
old. For example a review of wartime maps reveals that the acres of fairways and greens
comprising the SICC Golf Course are not a post war addition as the new modern clubhouse
may suggest but were in fact there during the fighting. The Japanese diarists in particular
recount the problems the troops faced in charging across such open areas of terrain and the
difficulty of moving tanks across the water hazards. The reservoir and water features around
the course were also used by the POWs to dispose of heavy and burdensome tools during the
nightly march back to Adam Park. There is undoubtedly a fine collection of equipment sitting
under the surface awaiting discovery. The simple lesson is that nothing should be taken for
granted when looking for the traces of hidden landscapes.
Searching for the fleeting signs of battle in the landscape beyond Adam Park did however
reinforce how extraordinary Adam Park itself is. This housing estate has been remarkably
preserved despite the development around its perimeter. It would appear that the policy of
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reinstating the original layout of the house after the departure of each tenant has inadvertently
created a time capsule. The houses have retained their original footprint, the outbuildings are
preserved in situ and the gardens are stripped of any temporary structures thus reasserting the
original landscaping. It is amazing to think that with just one or two exceptions the
architecture and setting you see today on the estate is exactly that experienced by the
Cambridgeshires when they arrived on 12th February 1942.

Identifying the Prison Camp Landscape
Evidence of POW occupation is a little more difficult to identify as their initial task was
primarily to make good and repair the landscape they found themselves in. The evidence of
their handiwork was subsumed by the repairs undertaken after the POW occupation. The
most notable exception to this rule was the discovery of a radio hide cut into the floor under
No.3 Adam Park which had been filled in at a later date with new concrete.
Remarkably, despite the amount of first and second hand accounts of life in Adam Park POW
camp, there have been no plans of the camp found to date. It seems that survivors recalling
their days at Adam Park felt that the mundane day to day logistics and routine of living in the
estate would not be of interest and recording the exact location of amenities was superfluous.
Unfortunately, many of the veterans are now too old to remember the details as to where the
facilities were located. Lloyd Ellerman, veteran of the 8 th Division Signals and an Adam Park
inmate, recalls in his diary which house he and his colleagues lived in by house number. He
also writes regularly about going to church most Sundays but when interviewed as part of this
project he is unable to recall where the Chapel was located. Neither does he does remember
ever going to the Tivoli Theatre, the location of the hospital or the location of the Adjutant’s
Office, a building in which, according to his diary, he worked in for some time. The fact that
the houses in Adam Park were one of two possible designs has also complicated matters. As
one veteran put it ‘All the bleedin’ black and whites look the bleedin’ same!’
Pte Ken Collins of the 2/10 Field Ambulance was however prepared to put his recollections
into a sketch and provided the nearest thing we have to a plan of the camp. The diagram
requires a certain degree of interpretation to relate it to the actual layout of the estate. The
first attempt at correlating the information to modern landscape put the 2/10 Field
Ambulance accommodation and the hospital in one of the Class 1 houses in the middle of the
estate but this was soundly rebuffed by Ken and his 2/10 colleagues on its review. He was
adamant that the medics were definitely in houses No. 18 and 19 Adam Park. However there
are no tennis courts between No 18 and No.17 next door and so the location of the Japanese
guardroom remains uncertain. There is no direct reference made to the other main facilities
on the camp.
There is still great speculation as to the layout of the camp. Probable sites have been
proposed but until a contemporary plan, a clear recollection or archaeological proof comes
forth, the layout of the camp remains uncertain.
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Map 2 – Ken Collins’s Map on the right is matched to the plan of the estate in an attempt to locate the camp facilities in the modern landscape.
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Historical Context & Significance
Much of the historical context to the site has been presented in the three research documents
written at the start of the project and this section should be read in conjunction with these
texts. However now we have come to the end of the project it seems an appropriate time to
pass comment on the historical significance of the action at Adam Park.
According to the regimental historians and diarists the final shots of the campaign for
Singapore were fired at Adam Park:
‘There in the ruins of Adam Park, the 1st Cambridgeshires, the last complete unit of the
Singapore defences to remain in action, finally surrendered to the enemy.’ (Moore 1988, p71)
‘We learned later that we were possibly the last battalion to cease fighting. Our record would
stand the scrutiny by anyone’ (Cosford 1988, p23)
This fact alone, if substantiated, would make the battle at Adam Park worthy of a paragraph
in any review of the campaign. However this assertion is pretty hard to validate. It would
appear many units claimed to have fired the last shots. Farrell for example cites that the 2 nd
Loyals opened up on a crowd of banzai cheering Japanese troops around 2030 hours that
night and that these were the last shots fired in the defence (Farrell 2006, p412). There was
undoubtedly a lot of confusion along the front lines. Not all troops were told of the ceasefire.
It took Lt Col Carpenter an hour to inform D Company men at the other end of the estate to
lay down their weapons and even then they were reluctant to believe the order. However
there is more to the action than simply being a handy punctuation mark in the history of the
campaign.
It would appear at first review that the three day defence of Adam Park was a remarkable feat
of arms in what was a campaign full of Allied failures. The fight at Kampar was the only
other action where British and Indian troops held their ground for a similar length of time. It
is easy to interpret the action as Adam Park as a heroic last stand of an embattled unit cut off
from its own lines and fighting to the last bullet, fought with all the pluck expected of the
honest ‘Tommy Adkins’. In fact even the survivors tend to down play the events, suggesting
they had simply done what had been asked of them, holding their own in the best way they
knew how. It is a measure of the underplaying of the action by the veterans that they confess
to a palpable sense of shame at the time of surrender that the rest of the army had not
apparently done the same simple task as they had.
It is also evident that this was no blood bath, at least not for the British. The Cambridgeshires
lost 64 men with 21 more missing and over eighty wounded (Moore 1988, p71). This works
out to be approximately 16% of the total amount of men in the battalion, a figure comparable
to those of the rest of the 18th Division (Warren 2002, p303). Many of the units that served up
in Malaya had of course taken much heavier casualties. The estimates of Japanese losses
provided by Moore suggest the Japanese took more than 1,500 casualties in the action to take
Adam Park (Moore 1988, p71). This would appear to be a gross exaggeration as other
sources suggests the entire IJA 5th Division only suffered 541 killed and 1,166 wounded in
the whole of the 7 days fight for the island (Warren 2002, p306).
The fight for Adam Park becomes more significant when considered in the context of the
final surrender. The defence of the estate, along with the fight for the Mount Pleasant ‘black
& whites’ held by the remnants of 4th Suffolks and the rebuff of Japanese forces at the
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Gillman Barracks by the 2nd Loyals had sent a clear message to the IJA’s high command. The
butcher’s bill for taking such positions was going to be high. These actions were the first
engagements in the house to house fighting that Yamashita feared so much.

Fig 4 –The Officers Mess at the Gillman Barracks shown here in the 1970’s was stoutly
defended by the 2nd Loyals on the last two days of the campaign. The Japanese 18th
Division lost many men taking the estate. The barracks were similar to Adam Park in that
they were concrete structures set high up on a hill with an internal road system and stoutly
defended by troops who knew what they were doing.

Fig 5 - The houses along the Mount Pleasant Road were held by the 4 th Suffolks on the
15th February 1942. A whole company of the 3rd battalion 11th Regiment of the IJA were
lost on a single assault on the buildings
A review of a wartime map shows a band of residential colonial style estates enveloping the
city perimeter. Each estate bore similar characteristics. The houses were generally build upon
small hills, high above the mosquito infested low marshy ground and provided panoramic
vistas across to the neighbouring hill. The houses themselves were made in part of concrete
and brick, far more robust than the attap houses that dominated the countryside out in the
west. The internal road system and drains provided good internal lines of communication and
they were well served by water, electricity and sanitation at least until these were blown to
bits in the bombardments. This translated into military terms as a ring of concrete machine
gun positions capable of withstanding heavy artillery bombardment and providing superb
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interlocking fields of fire across the open ground of manicured garden and boggy valleys.
Potentially each estate was a firebase for the defending troops that could mutually support a
similar site on the neighbouring hill.
Adam
Park

Fig 6 – This 1938 maps clearly shows a band of ‘red’ suburbs to the northwest of
Singapore City. Adam Park is the area towards the top left of the map, to the north of the
Bukit Timah Road in apparent isolation from the rest of the estates.
The estates were very similar to terrain the 18th Division had trained in over the previous two
years. Notwithstanding the climate, the Cambridgeshires would have felt quite at home
among the colonial bungalows and manicured gardens. There training manuals clearly
document the process of fortifying urban areas such as this and the officers and men had
participated in hundreds of exercises which would involve the defence of small hamlets and
villages found across the Scottish borders and North Yorkshire moors. This understanding of
the tactics to be employed was in great contrast to their complete lack of jungle training.
Adam Park’s weakness was its isolation from similar estates. The surrounding hills were
open grass land or plantation. This terrain allowed the Japanese to close in on the defenders’
trenches and overwhelm them at close quarters. The Japanese managed, after 3, days to work
around the flanks of the estate, cutting off the supply of ammunition and threatening to render
the defenders impotent. Carpenter recognised the danger and was preparing at the end to pull
back down onto the Bukit Timah Road and take up new positions in similar surroundings.
The fight for Adam Park therefore may have played a significant part in shaping Yamashita’s
negotiation strategy during the surrender negotiations. It also gives a valuable insight into one
of the great ‘What If’s’ of the campaign. What if Percival had followed this strategy of
defending housing estates and barracks within the suburban belt? Would the Japanese assault,
short of men and ammunition, have ground to a halt?
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Archaeological Context & Significance
One of the most frequently used tag lines for this project was that it is the first of its kind in
Singapore. This is an awkward accolade to substantiate. Battlefield Archaeology is a
relatively new science so it is little surprise that this is the first in this country. However NUS
archaeologists have undertaken surveys on other WW2 sites. So what is new about this work?
Battlefield Archaeology is fundamentally different from mainstream by necessity.
Battlefields by the very nature are ephemeral and sporadic archaeological events. Many
battles are fought over hours rather than days; the three days of fighting at Adam Park is
exceptional within the Malayan campaign. They therefore leave a very thin layer in the
archaeological stratigraphy of a site. In contrast however battlefields, especially the more
modern conflicts, cover vast areas of landscape, may involve thousands of individuals and
tons of material.
The detritus of war can be a diverse, unique and revealing collection. A society’s ability to
wage war is often used as a measure of the society’s potency and so by recovering such
artefacts an assessment can be made as to the structure of that society. However battlefield
archaeology is not just about recovering unique items.
It was the Duke of Wellington who stated that:
‘The history of a battle is not unlike the history of a ball. Some individuals may recollect all
the little events of which the great result is the battle won or lost, but no individual can
recollect the order in which, or the exact moment at which, they occurred, which makes all
the difference as to their value or importance. .. (The Waterloo Letters (1891) edited by H. T.
Sibome)’
The battlefield archaeologists set their task to solving this problem of ambiguity of
recollection. Battlefield Archaeology is about understanding the order of which events took
place and attempts to plot their flow across a landscape. There is often little understanding to
be gained in by the recovery of one single item. It is more useful to obtain a collection,
scattered across the landscape and linked by time. For example the discovery of the first spent
bullet at Adam Park, although an exciting endorsement of the research was simply proof that
someone had fired a bullet at sometime. But so much more was revealed when that bullet was
compared to the hundreds more subsequently found on site and their location plotted on a
plan of the estate. The patterning of finds revealed areas of heavy fighting, positions held by
the British and those occupied by the Japanese. Likewise areas
where no bullets were found help to define the limits of the
battlefield

Fig 7 – This line of Japanese bullets in the front garden of
No 17 Adam Park not only proves the garden was under
attack by Japanese light machine guns but the line of fire
suggested it was laid down on the 15th February 1942 as it
came from behind the Allied lies and presumably after the
Japanese breakthrough on the evening of the 14th February
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The battlefield archaeology at Adam Park therefore can be considered unique in that the
battle has a relatively long time frame and the site has a clearly defined boundary. The
archaeology is accessible, retrievable and can be recovered in meaningful amounts. The
recovery and recording of such artefacts requires a new portfolio of methodologies and it is
this that makes the Adam Park Project a first for Singapore.
The discovery of the POW work camp at Adam Park may have been great news for the
heritage of the site but caused a number of issues for the archaeologists. The fact that the
artefacts lost by the prisoners would be intermingled with those lost during the battle gave the
archaeologists a new challenge. Webbing and uniform equipment could have either come
from the combatants or the prisoners as they wore the same clothes or carried the same
equipment. Even the discovery of a cache of small arms could be open to debate. It could be
assumed that guns and ammunition were probably belonging to the Cambridgeshires however
POW’s were known to bury stashes of weapons in anticipation of a future insurrection. Items
clearly used in the fighting may have been deposited by the POWs during the cleanup of the
estate. Only on very rare occasions was a single item positively linked with one group or the
other; most likely there would always be an element of doubt as to who had lost the item.
This project was literally ‘ground breaking’ for the archaeologists. This site has clearly
demonstrated the potential for battlefield archaeology in Singapore and although being a
remarkable confluence of two incredible WW2 events unlike any other on the island, the ease
at which artefacts were unearthed still suggests that other, less prolific, sites may yield similar
discoveries in the future.

Recreating the Landscape
Understanding landscape perhaps plays a more important role in Battlefield Archaeology
than in any sphere of the science. It was rare in ancient history for battles to take place on
ground specifically designed for conflict. Often battles were fought on ground of the
choosing of one or both combatants but they seldom had time to prepare the battlefield for the
fight ahead. However the introduction of gunpowder created a need for massive cumbersome
armies and the location of battles on the whole became a more predictable affair. 20 th Century
warfare tended to take place in landscapes prepared for war with masses of men preparing
trenches, building concrete defences and fortifying their battle lines. The subsequent conflict
was then heavily influenced by the landscape over which it was fought and in turn the battle
would inevitably and indelibly scar the setting.
So in order locate and understand the defences constructed by the Cambridgeshire we must
recreate the landscape into which they marched. It could be argued that the battle of
Singapore was the fought over some of the least prepared ground of the war. The fact that for
many years the perceived threat of a seaborne invasion from the south governed British
defensive strategy on the island meant that the Allies had only a few weeks to prepare for an
invasion from the north; time which they appear to have let flitter away. Certainly General
Percival’s last ‘stop line’ along the Farrer, Adam and Lornie roads could never be considered
as a pre-planned line of defence. The Cambridgeshires moved into positions on the 12 th
February which were effectively unfortified. The pioneers from the battalion did note that
some areas had been fenced with triple dannert wire but otherwise the men were left to
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prepare the position from scratch. They did not know it at the time but they had less than 12
hours to dig in.
By studying the topography of the estate and understanding the development of the site up to
the beginning of the war it is possible to establish a model of the landscape onto which to
place the troops. Contour maps of the period provide an initial reference but the estate wide
topographic survey provided detailed mapping that could be laid over the map images. As
WW2 firepower can be effective over thousands of metres it is also necessary to expand the
area of coverage over the surrounding hills. In the case of Adam Park it soon became clear
that the estate was not the highest piece of ground around and was in fact overlooked by the
surrounding features.

Watten
Estate

15

14

16
6
15

Fig 8 – This 1946 aerial photograph of the Watten Estate shows clearly the extent of
grassland that bordered the neighbouring Adam Park estate. The Watten Estate Houses
and house No.16 Adam Park are at the same height and overlook British defences in No.6
and 14.
The next step is to assess the fields of fire available to the defenders and in particular add the
terrain features to the landscape such as forestation, houses and water courses that may affect
the vista. A review of contemporary aerial photographs and family album shots taken just
after the war revealed just how different the landscape outside the estate was. Most of the low
lying area was covered in old rubber plantation, but the upper slopes of the surrounding hills
were generally clear of trees and covered in lalang grass. There were also a significant
number of attap houses that followed the lower contours of the hills and these communities
were connected by narrow paths that tended to follow the line of the drainage ditches. A
quick field walk into the tree line opposite 18 Adam Park reveals the remains of buildings
dating back to the 1950’s
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Fig 9 – A 1950 aerial photograph has been placed on the modern satellite image of the
estate and slightly tilted. This noticeably shows how the buildings follow the line of the hill
and how they provide interlocking fields of fire across the open lawns and waste ground.
The slight forestation at the bottom of the picture ties in nicely with the modern tree line
and shows how less dense the coverage was then.
When considering the landscape within the estate studies of the maps, aerial photography and
family cine film footage revealed that there has been a considerable increase in foliage across
the site since the war years. Boundary fences have also been erected where once there were
none or perhaps just a hedgerow. There has also been the odd additional turf platform added
to provide each house with tennis and badminton courts, unlike the shared facilities that were
originally envisaged. Otherwise the heart of the estate has been remarkably preserved.
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Fig 10 –This view looking out across the front lawn of No.17 Adam Park in the 1950’s
onto Adam Road can be compared to the wall of trees that acts as sound proofing against
traffic noise today.
The houses themselves were reviewed as part of the comprehensive architectural survey, the
results can be found in the accompanying documentation. The most notable difference in the
housing has been caused by the introduction of air conditioning. Many of the balcony spaces
have now been encased behind windows and are cooled by a/c units.

Fig 11 – These two images (the left hand image was taken in the 1950’s) of No.8 Adam
Park demonstrates the impact the introduction of air conditioning has had on the
architecture of the building.
The final act in the reconstruction is to populate the estate with everyday items that would
have been left by the tenants of the houses. There are a number of emotive descriptions of the
houses as the troops entered them. This includes a Japanese account which describes finding
the contents of the house strewn about the place, of forsaken gramophones and broken
furniture, of ransacked pantries and the driveways filled with abandoned vehicles. In stark
contrast to these description are the memories of the civilian evacuees who recall leaving
home with very little more than a couple of bags, inferring that all their worldly possessions
other than those which could fit in the case were to be found abandoned around the houses.
There are fleeting remarks made to the reuse of such material by the troops, who make good
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use of mattresses, eat tinned pineapples found in the storerooms and use old beds as make do
stretchers.
One of the benefits of having the houses occupied by tenants today is that a quick look
around the property will reveal the type of items likely to have been left behind.
Notwithstanding the plethora of modern electrical goods that now adorn the rooms, the
amounts and type of furniture has not drastically changed. Likewise a chance to watch how
the current occupants make use of the facilities and buildings today gives an insight as to how
the tenants in the 1940’s would have lived in the house. For example the tendency at dinner
parties for people to drift onto the cooler balconies to chat is reflected in the POW diaries as
men would sit outside on the same verandas in the balmy breeze after lights out and ‘yarn’.
There is something to be said for a study of the on-site ‘Living History’ being enacted out
each day.
Having two historical events in our scope meant that we had to carry out a second
reconstruction of the landscape showing what the estate looked like when the POWs arrived.
Three days of fighting and two months of abandonment left its mark on the post conflict
landscape into which the POWs were deposited. According to the accounts and substantiated
by the archaeological record, the estate was far from habitable in March 1942 when the first
of the new residents arrived from Changi. Most of the houses were in some way damaged,
two houses were totally destroyed and were in no fit state to be used even for the POWs. The
roofs were perforated with mortar and shell holes. The water mains had been blown up and
the electricity cut off. The all important drainage and sanitation systems were badly damaged
and the standing pools of water and abandoned corpses that dotted the estate were great
breeding grounds for the clouds of mosquitoes.
As we have no plan of the POW camp it is vital we identify the real estate that was available
to the prisoners. For example, a review of the post battlefield landscape reveals two houses,
the Regimental Aid Post (RAP) and a house in D Company’s area at the end of the estate,
that were noted as being completely wrecked; the first by fire and the last by an aerial bomb.
Other accounts suggest that the RAP was located in 17 Adam Park. It is therefore not
surprising to find that the 2/10 Field Ambulance veterans recollect living next to a wreck of a
building, a fact that reaffirms their evidence that they lived in No.18 Adam Park and the
POW hospital was next door at 19 Adam Park.
The topographic study and the initial site survey also revealed the general contours of the
camp. Passing comments in the POW accounts such as the Japanese guard house was at the
top of a fairly steep hill and the audience at the Tivoli Theatre watched from the adjacent
banking can be compared with the landscape reconstruction and allows us to narrow down
the location of these facilities.
The reconstruction of the landscape undertaken at Adam Park demonstrates the potential for
similar work at different sites. The WW2 Archival record was readily available and by
combining the topographical data with the historic, photographic and cartographic material it
is possible to recreate a landscape onto which the combatants can be placed and therefore
goes on to provide a better understanding of the context in which the artefacts are being
revealed.
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Map 3 – Once the wartime features can be identified in the modern landscape then the
trench positions and areas of heaviest fighting can be located as this reconstruction of the
first days fighting on Water Tower Hill shows. Trenches along the foot of Hill 95 and
Water Tower Hill can still be found amidst the forestation today.
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Chapter 2 – Research and Sources
Introduction – How the Research Began
The first clue as to what happened at Adam Park can be found at the entrance to the estate.
The NHB notice board provides a concise if somewhat myopic account of the fighting on the
estate. The site exists as part of a recognised heritage trail around the island along with the
nearby sites at the Sime Road Prison Camp and the Sime Road Pillbox adjacent to the
entrance to the Singapore Island Country Club. The text on the board comes from the account
of the fighting by Michael Moore whose father was wounded outside No.20 Adam Park. The
reference at the bottom of the board provides the clue as to where to go for more information.
Unfortunately the book, ‘Battalion at War’ is no longer in print but copies can still be found
for sale on the internet. The bibliography provides a definitive list of other relevant
documents and publications.

Published Accounts
There are two other published accounts of the fighting at Adam Park by British veterans. The
Line of Lost Lives by Jack Cosford (1988) and Kept – the Other Side of Tenko by Len Baynes
(1988) provided graphic and collaborative accounts of the fighting. Like many books on the
subject the first few chapters covers the campaign and fighting for Singapore and the
remaining pages reflect on the trials and tribulations of the captivity. What is notable though
is that the men witness the battle at Adam Park from different locations around the estate and
sometimes their paths cross at which point they recall shared experiences.
Moore’s bibliography also gives details of two other primary unpublished resources. The first
is the manuscript entitled ‘Diary of a Bad Dream’ also by Len Baynes from which his
subsequent book is based. A copy was sent to the project team from the Norris Museum in St
Ives in Cambridge. The second is the Regimental History which was recovered from the
Cambridgeshire Archives. This document was written after the fighting had finished during
the captivity in Changi. The original regimental diary had been destroyed during the
surrender and Lt Col Carpenter had rewritten the account some months later whilst in prison.
The report not only details Carpenters recollection of events but also includes two page
appendices written by some of his junior officers detailing their and their units’ role in the
fighting. These two documents alone provide an hour by hour account of the fighting at the
park.
Also in the Cambridge Archives are the unpublished notes written by Major Hutt who was
tasked with publishing the history of the battalion after the war. His manuscript includes
much of the aforementioned texts but there are also snippets of information that do not appear
in the primary sources. Unfortunately Hutt never got around to referencing the work so the
source of this additional information remains unknown.
It was some months into the research when time allowed for the researchers to turn their
attention to the Japanese accounts. Fortunately the team’s translator was able to track down
the historians of the 41st Regiment in Fukuyama. They in turn sent across a selection of books
and documents relating to the history of the 41st Regiment and included detailed accounts of
their fight through Malaya and on to Singapore. Of particular interest was the History of 41st
Fukuyama Regiments written by Shusin Kataoka (1980) in which there is an anthology of
recollections associated with the fight for the estate. The researchers went on to provide
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lesser works with passing comments about the action including a graphic account of the tank
attack along the Sime Road on the evening of the 14th February 1942 by Colonel Shimada.
The Prisoner of War publications were somewhat easier to find. The Australian National
Library and the Australian War Memorial have an impressive archive of primary documents
and published works. They also have an effective online search engine through which the
catalogue can be interrogated remotely. The only issue is that the documents must be read on
site. Fortunately for the project, volunteer researchers in Australia were happy to go along to
the institutions and spent many hours transcribing notes or photographing entries and sending
them on to Singapore. Of particular interest is the journal of Lt Colonel Oakes, the CO of the
Adam Park camp who details the day to day running of the facility and the particular events
that shaped his stay.
A comprehensive Bibliography for the research undertaken on this project is given at the end
of this document.

Museums, Archives and Libraries
The main histories found in the local libraries and major bookstores on the fall of Singapore
have little to add to the details found in Moore’s work however most of the references in
Moore’s bibliography can be found at the National Library of Singapore within the reference
section. Books on the POWs in Singapore can also be found amongst the reference library at
the Changi Chapel & Museum.
The National Archives of Singapore provided a wealth of information about the social
aspects of the research. Of particular interest were the documents relating to the
establishment of the estate in the 1920’s and 30’s as well as the redevelopment in 1943 after
the POWs had left. The map and plans collection was however limited to plot diagrams of
which many excluded detail of the inside of Adam Park.
The National Library of Australia provided a comprehensive map service which included
excellent OS maps of the island dating back to 1938 and 1941. These maps provided the basis
for the reconstruction of the WW2 landscape (See Chapter 7 – Tigers In The Park).

Pictures and Illustrations
WW2 may be considered as the last of the ‘black and white’ wars where for the first time
there was comprehensive media coverage. A quick search of the archives will reveal a
plethora of images on the fall of Singapore. However life on the front line and in the POW
camps was one genre that for obvious reasons was not as comprehensively recorded. Here we
have to resort to retrospective artwork and original sketches done by those men who
witnessed such events.
The first major breakthrough in the search for illustrations for Adam Park came from a search
of the Imperial War Museum’s (IWM) online catalogue. An image of the living
accommodation in the camp, sketched by Charles Thrale, was found. This image claims to
show the state of the lodgings in one of the houses for the POW camp. The bunks are stacked
to the ceiling and the quarters seem cramped. The uniforms scattered around the image
identify this as a billet for the other ranks. Unfortunately there is no indication as to which
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house this was in and the vast open space and high roof is difficult to identify in the modern
architecture.

Fig 12 – Charles Thrale’s image entitled ‘Living Quarters, Adam Park Camp, Singapore’
The IWM have at least three more images in their archives by Charles Thrale of Adam Park.
They are entitled ‘Warrant Officers' Quarters, Adam Park , 1945’, ‘Adam Park Camp,
Singapore , 1945’, ‘Adam Park Camp, Singapore , 1942-1945’. Sadly, however all these
images are of what was called the ‘Adam Park Camp’ of 1945 which was primarily located
amidst the atap huts and outbuildings of the old RASC camp and houses elements of X4 and
X8 Tunnelling Parties. Although an interesting record in their own right they do not add
much to the research on the original camp within the estate.
Amongst the Google hits for Adam Park is a link to the website of artist Robert Mitchell.
Robert was once an inmate of the POW camp and an alumnus of Changi University where he
studied art under the guidance of Murray Griffith. Inspired by his new found skills, Robert
took to sketching scenes around the Adam Park camp and then secreted them into a false
compartment of his haversack to prevent the Japanese getting hold of them. As Robert adds:
… we had no pencils or paper. We got clay from
the bottom of a shell hole and modelled each
other’s heads. Did drawings from life, traded
paper; had camera as a kid; used to draw bombed
houses etc. I used to draw huts. (The army) paid us
ten cents a day. I used to get a dollar for one
drawing.”
http://www.robertmitchellartist.com.au/4.html

Fig 13 – Robert Mitchell
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Robert was then transferred out to the Japanese work camps in Kobe before returning home
in 1945. He went on to be a well respected artist in Australia. Robert passed away in 2002 but
his sketch pad was sent on to the team by his next of kin and it contained 8 images associated
with his stay at Adam Park. The images of the Chapel have been of particular interest as they
not only show the house in which the chapel was located but also the extent and colouring of
the hidden murals.

Fig 14 - The notes on Robert Mitchell’s sketches give tantalising clues as to the location of
the features he drew, however they were written retrospectively and suffered accordingly.
For example his sketch annotated No.12 Adam Park is in fact No.7.
The staff at Changi Museum contributed the final pictures of the POW estate and in particular
two images of the prison chapel. Both images appear in a book ‘The Churches of the
Captivity in Malaya’ by the Rev. J. N. Lewis Bryan (1946).

Veterans and Next of Kin
The veteran associations in Australia and the United Kingdom were contacted at an early
stage of the research. Many of the project’s researchers had links with these organisations and
they were quick to identify and contact a number of Adam Park veterans.
Only one British veteran from the 1st Battalion Cambridgeshires was able to come forward
and answer queries on the fighting. Sgt Len Baynes not only hosted two interviews in his
home near Cambridge but also regularly corresponded by email throughout the project.
Nine Australian veterans were subsequently asked to help the investigation into the Adam
Park POW camp. Their insights were tremendously important and through their interviews
we were able to locate the prison hospital, the Japanese guardhouse, the majority of the
accommodation blocks and even a POW radio hide. However the vital clue as to the location
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of the chapel still alluded us as the collective memory failed to identify exactly where the
bombed out building drawn by Robert Mitchell was located.
The regimental historians in Fukuyama were able to track down a sole survivor of the 41 st
Regiment. Unfortunately Mr Oka has been unable to recall any memories of fighting in
Singapore and the fight for Adam Park. This is not surprising considering the regimental
history and the overriding memories this man has of the subsequent conditions he faced in
New Guinea.
It has been a privilege to meet and talk to all these men. Their fortitude and bravery in the
face of such adversity can only be admired by the modern generations. During the course of
this project we have a lost a few of their number and the health of others have notably
deteriorated. The project team acknowledges that we live in a special decade in which we will
see the passing of the wartime generation and they still have so much to give. Time is running
out and soon this primary source of information will be denied to us.

Fig 15 – Joe Coombs and Lloyd Ellerman
consulting their notes during interviews with the
project team researcher Di Elliott during their
meeting in Canberra
A number of next of kin were identified and contacted during the course of the project. Other
relatives got in touch with the researchers. In particular work on the background of two men,
Stoker Frederick Grey and Driver Lawrence Brown, both from Footscray and who had both
died as POWs at Adam Park, was featured by the local paper. A few days after the article was
published Fred’s niece walked into the office and offered up more exciting material.
As word got out about the project a number of relatives asked to tour the site and in return
they brought along pictures and information about individuals who had stayed on the estate.
However for many their visit was just a brief, if not emotional stop over on their tour of the
Far East. Not so for Michael Stagg, a history teacher who is currently working and living in
Singapore. Word of mouth and a dinner party invite led to the revelation that his dad fought
at Adam Park. Michael is now not only able to get to know more about his father’s wartime
experience from consulting the project’s research documents but he can also visit the site
where his father fought his battle.
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Such meetings remind the team that the subject matter is still a very emotional and raw
experience for many people today. Researchers and archaeologists working on battlefields
can become detached from the loss war creates. Meeting veterans and the next of kin brings
the work into context. Recollections of WW2 are still in the living memory and the emotional
impact can at times be overwhelming.

Residents – Past and Present
The success of this project was heavily dependent on the cooperation of the current tenants
and the property agents. A lot of effort was put into introducing the project to them and
keeping them in touch with the progress. A monthly news letter was produced that was
specifically designed for the tenants and a number of presentations were arranged for them to
hear and see what was being revealed. A few of them became sponsors of the work and asked
for surveys to be carried out on their property.
Subsequently many became keen advocates of the project. So much so that when they moved
out of the properties at the end of their leases they actively encouraged the new tenants to
meet up with the project team. Their network of friends was made available to the project
thereby providing introductions to various social clubs, charity organisations and the media.
The project took on an important social role as neighbours, who had not met up until then,
suddenly had a common topic of interest. The project became the main subject at dinner
parties and coffee afternoons. The tenants were also keen to tell their friends and old
neighbours, many of whom lived in other ‘black and white’ properties around the island
thereby extending the open invitation for the project team to visit other sites. Ultimately two
families were more than happy to have the excavation team on site to dig in their gardens.
The parents looked upon the event as a great learning opportunity for their children and many
residents invited friends around to see what was going on.
The relationship between the tenants and the project has been carefully nurtured. A lot of
time was spent keeping them informed and involved. This work has paid dividends in that
now the tenants are now generally tolerant of visitors to the estate and understand the heritage
significance of the site. For the great majority of the time their estate is a peaceful haven, an
environment the project team has been keen to promote; something the tenants have very
much appreciated.
The expat community in Singapore is quite a tight social network. One of the advantages of
this was the ease by which previous tenants of Adam Park were contacted. The families tend
to move quite regularly around Singapore so it has been possible to contact past tenants still
living on the island. One such trail has led to the discovery of tenants who were at Adam Park
just after the war who were not only able to recollect the state of the property and grounds but
also provided photographs and cine film of the estate in the 1950’s. This material in its self is
a remarkable record of life in Singapore at that time but it is also provided invaluable
evidence for the reconstruction of the wartime landscape.
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Fig 16 - Holiday and family photos taken by past tenants provide valuable evidence as to
the nature of the 1950’s and wartime landscape. Here are past and present photographs of
the entrance to Adam Park and the shores of MacRitchie Reservoir looking towards the
Shinto Shrine.

Other Sources of Information
Great use has been made of the internet. With many of the archive catalogues now on line,
the internet has been the first port of call for searching the collections. It is now possible to
consult catalogues, request copies of material and talk to experts face to face on line without
having to travel to the site. All information off the web has to be collaborated from other
sources but the speed by which leads can be followed up is incredibly quick. TAPP
researchers made good use of internet chat rooms, community bulletin boards and specialist
forums. Particular reference was made to the Commonwealth War Graves database and
various Rolls of Honour on the FEPOW web sites listing men not only by regiment but by the
memorial on which they are remembered. The shortfall in the retrieval of archival records
was getting site of documents held in the National Archives Records at Kew Gardens in
London.
The National Library of Singapore has recently scanned and catalogued many of the local
papers including the Straits Times dating back to the early 20 th Century. This has been very
useful source for tracking down information about the tenants of the houses prior to the war.
Fortunately the majority of the residents of Adam Park have been well off and their names
appear in the papers on a regular basis, if not within the births, deaths and marriages then
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amongst the sport results pages for the various golf, cricket, rugby and football clubs. The
addressees within Adam Park frequently appear amongst the wedding reports as the venue for
the receptions. Adverts for tenders for maintenance contracts for the houses and the call for
bids for new leases provide evidence as to when the houses were left unoccupied.
The primary reference for the identification of artefacts was series of books dedicated to the
re-enactment of the period. The books are filled with colour plates and contemporary
photographs that detail the development of the arms, uniform and equipment. Auction and
collectors websites also provide images and further detailed information although their
contact has to be verified from other sources. Good use was also made of a number of British
Army training manuals. Extracts from the Field Service Pocket Book printed in 1939 provide
a direct reference to how the trenches and field works were constructed. These books were
the same as those that were carried by the Cambridgeshire’s officers and would have been
used as guidance in preparing the allied positions around the estate. The pamphlets are
available on internet auction sites.
A number of local history groups were contacted during the course of the project. They
provided valuable information on tracing the backgrounds on named individuals and specific
individual artefacts. The Footscray Heritage Society for example not only verified details we
have unearthed about local men who had died at Adam Park but also supplied photos of their
war memorial and tracked down the next of kin and homes of individual soldiers by
promoting the project in their local paper. Likewise the Concord Heritage Society published
the details of the ‘Lenz Plaque’ which led to the discovery of the Lenz family tree (See Metal
Detector Survey Report No.4). More unique items recovered required expert help in order
to identify them. Various beer bottle tops, powdered drinks lids, toothpaste tubes and
cigarette tins were referred to the manufacturer’s museum or archives. The military badges
found on site were verified by the regimental or squadrons museums.
The internet has certainly made life a lot easier. Talking to researchers and veterans face to
face online has been an immense benefit and viewing documents, diagrams and maps online
has been an incredibly powerful tool.
One thing is for sure; the research continues and we are quite certain that as long as we are
online and looking for information that information will be forthcoming.
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Chapter 3 - The Surveys
Introduction
The defence of Adam Park by the 1st Battalion Cambridgeshire Regiment is somewhat unique
in the Singapore Campaign of 1942. No other allied position was subjected to such an intense
attack for such duration.
This fact alone would suggest the potential for battlefield archaeology on the site is greater
than elsewhere on the island. The Cambridgeshires dug in deep around a known geographical
position and withstood a hail of shrapnel, shell and bullet for over three days; all of which
would leave a trace on the landscape.
The subsequent construction of the POW work camp on the estate is an incredible heritage
coup and a welcome complication for the archaeologists who had to somehow isolate POW
archaeology from the equipment lost in the fighting.
The management of the estate and the way the landscape has been reused has insured that the
architecture and the terrain remain relatively undisturbed. The houses and outbuildings
occupy the same footprints and the gardens preserve the same features that were present in
1942. The drainage ditches and the fence lines have changed very little and the road system
has survived almost intact. It would appear that the estate is a veritable time capsule and any
veteran returning to the site would have little difficulty finding his way around.
But where, with the inevitable limited resources of an archaeological ‘dig’, would be the best
place to look for artefacts and how should we recover them?
It must be noted at this point that the archaeological value of any find is as only as good as
the context it is found in. For example, a .303 cartridge handed in by a keen local historian is
just another cartridge. However if the same cartridge is discovered in situ, then its orientation,
location and relative position to other artefacts will be of far greater value in understanding
the wartime occupation of the estate. So when given the choice of sites and limited resource
priority should be given to those locations whose historical context is best understood.
There is much more that an archaeological survey can reveal beyond the recovery of related
artefacts. A topographic survey will reveal the relationship between the architecture and the
terrain. A botanic and geological survey would shed light on the nature of the landscape. The
geophysical survey could potentially reveal subsurface features such as rifle pits, trenches
and craters. In effect we can recreate the environment in which this battle was fought and
speculate on how that affected the course of the fighting all before a single artefact has been
revealed.

Background
The Objectives
The project as defined during the initiation stage had three original objectives:


An assessment of the state of battlefield archaeology within the Adam Park area in
particular that which is connected to action fought from 13 th-15th February 1942
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between the 1st Battalion Cambridgeshire Regiment and units of the 5 th Division of
the XXV Japanese Imperial Army.


An assessment of the effectiveness of accepted battlefield archaeological techniques
and methodologies in an equatorial urban environment.



An evaluation as to why the Adam Park estate was such a difficult position to take.

A fourth objective was defined on the discovery of the POW camp.


An assessment of the state of the archaeology within the Adam Park area in particular
that which is connected to the construction and occupation of the POW work camp by
Allied troops from March 1942 until the fall of Singapore in 1945.

The objectives were intended to be an underlying statement of intent that could be referred to
support the decision making. The fundamental message was that this project would not be
able to undertake all the archaeology that this site deserved but instead it was to identify
potential and to demonstrate how that potential could be met. It was often quoted that TAPP
was to offer the sponsors a ‘blue print’ for further study whether it be at Adam Park or on
other sites. There was a tremendous temptation to take the project beyond the physical
boundaries of the estate to investigate local features connected to the history of the estate.
This ‘scope creep’ would have stretched the limited resources to breaking point and diluted
the effectiveness of the survey. The research however unearthed a plethora of local sites that
were linked to Adam Park and also have tremendous heritage potential.
Undertaking an assessment of standard battlefield archaeology methodologies inherently
required the undertaking of a range of surveys. This requirement not only determined the
project profile but also stretched the project resources. Luckily the site history could
accommodate a full range of surveys to be undertaken and no workstream was undertaken
just for the sake of testing out the methodology. Each survey had a valuable and relevant
contribution to make to the investigation.
An Overview of the Methodologies Selected
There were 6 methodologies considered in the original project plan, the outcome of each
determining the scope of the next:
Initial Site Visit
An initial site visit was to be carried out in order to relate the historical research to the
physical terrain and to assess the work required in completing the full surveys. Particular
attention was paid to identifying contemporary WW2 features in the modern landscape and
matching modern estate and road networks to features on contemporary maps and accounts.
Practical considerations were made towards the logistics of the subsequent visits, identifying
the site amenities, access for vehicles and equipment and areas deemed out of bounds or of
particular sensitivity.
The Topographical Survey
The topographical survey was to be undertaken once the initial site assessment has been
completed. The aim of this survey is to produce a 3D plan of the battlefield terrain, defining
the relationship between the main geographical features. The topographic survey provided the
physical platform onto which the other surveys could be plotted.
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The Botanical Survey
In order to reconstruct the terrain at the time of the battle it will be important to understand
the type of flora and fauna present. Although some indication maybe gleamed from the map
regression exercise it is important to understand what this terrain meant to the troops on the
ground and to be able to look for traces of this terrain in the modern landscape. Arcadia Road
which runs along the perimeter of the Adam Park estate has been designated as a Heritage
Road and as such its trees are protected by the government. The Botanical Survey report
was to identify the trees and plants present at the time of the battle and also advise as to the
risk the project may impose on existing heritage woodland.
Architectural Survey
The Architectural Survey would review the primary characteristics of the construction of
each of the Adam Park houses. Variations will be noted and considered as evidence of the
role the premises played in the fighting. For example, two buildings were noted in historical
accounts as being completely destroyed during the engagement; the RAP being one of them.
Identification of the RAP may not be possible through the archaeological record alone
however evidence of burning and rebuilding within the architecture would add valuable
confirmation. Likewise the hunt for the POW Chapel was primarily driven by comparing the
shattered image of the Chapel house drawn by Robert Mitchell with the existing architecture.
It was hoped the post war rebuild of the house would be evident in the modern structure.
Such evidence would be presented in an Architectural Survey Report.

Fig 17 – Archaeologists at work on site at Adam Park. The author looking for POW
radio hides and WW2 barbed wire in the attic at No.2 Adam Park (left). Architects on
their field walk (middle) and the even the youngest of diggers can find a machine gun
bullet in the garden (right)
The Geophysical Survey
Geophysical surveys were to be carried out to identify features indistinguishable on the
surface such as shell holes, trenches and foxholes. Resistivity and Ground Penetrating Radar
(GPR) surveys were to be undertaken across selected areas of the site with the intention of
identifying features for further excavation.
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Field Walking and Metal Detecting
Field Walking and Metal Detecting were to be used in locations identified as the primary
areas of conflict in order to discover the extent of the fighting and the type of weapons used.
The scatter and typology of the military artefacts across the landscape is key to understanding
the course of the battle. Each Survey would generate a single report.
Excavation
Excavation is the most expensive and damaging of all the project phases and was therefore to
be employed sparingly to identify and date specific features. It was envisaged that the
trenches and foxholes will be the only features requiring excavation. All excavations were to
be fully recorded in accordance to standard archaeological procedures. An Excavation
report was to be produced.
The intention was that the surveys were to take place consecutively however resources and
funding dictated that many of the metal detector surveys were carried out before the rest. This
had the advantage of revealing artefacts which increased sponsors interest and thus helped
secure the funding for the remaining surveys. The drawback was that these surveys were
undertaken with little previous knowledge as to the location of features resulting in a number
of false leads being investigated. Likewise funding and timetabling meant that the ‘Botanical
Survey’ was dropped and the ‘Excavations’ were postponed to ensure they ran consecutively
with the ‘Geophysical Survey’.

Fig 18 – Volunteers gave up days at a time to visit the site and help recover artefacts: Mike
Ng reveals a GS Cap Badge (left), Zak Towle at work at No.8 (Middle). Volunteers of all
ages pitch in at the Watten Estate dig (Right)
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Metal Detector Surveys
This section should be read in conjunction with the Metal Detector Survey Reports No.s 1 –
10.
Understanding the Reports
Each metal detector survey was initiated to meet the project objectives, in particular the need
to assess the potential for meaningful WW2 battlefield archaeology at Adam Park. The
discovery of the first bullets and cartridges in the back of No.20 Adam Park (See Survey
No.1) proved that the artefacts were out there to be found. The report became the template for
all further written work. The format was however adapted as the quantity of recovered finds
increased. In later reports, the Finds Log became longer than the written work and analysis,
but essentially the content and format has remained the same.
Each survey was set out to be a standalone document that could provide a guide to carrying
out similar work in the future. Therefore many of the opening paragraphs repeat themselves.
The methodologies and survey criteria for example vary little from report to report. However
theories do change as the surveys progress. The argument around the weight of bullets is a
notable example, as the conclusions from earlier documents are questioned in later reports
and new theories developed. It is therefore advisable to read through the reports in order of
publication to get a full appreciation as to how the survey work developed and how the teams
changed their modus operandi in response to the changing circumstances.
Where possible it is advised that the reports are viewed in colour. The black and white hard
copies never pay justice to the detail on the colour photographs. It is also advisable to review
the documents on line as this facilitates the careful study of illustrations and the easy access
between the tables, sketch maps and text.
Summary of Surveys
The vast majority of the project’s team time on site was spent on the metal detector surveys.
They were by far the easiest and cheapest surveys to carry out and covered large areas of the
real estate in one session. The following table summarises the scale of each survey:
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No. Location

No. of
Artefacts

No. of WW2
artefacts

No. of
Bullets

No. of
Cartridges

Area in
M2

6

% of
WW2
items
18

1

20 Adam
Park

34

2

0

60

2

10 Adam
Park

46

4

9

1

1

78

3

17 Adam
park
18 Adam
Park
126 Watten
Estate

174

65

37

28

22

260

190

49

26

21

10

640

101

5

5

0

0

197

6
7

2 Adam Park
17 & 8
Adam Park

79
289

21
170

27
59

3
62

4
70

180
152

8

8 Adam Park

582

306

53

89

125

150

9

19 & 20
Adam Park
17 Adam
Park

220

25

11

6

3

462

70

34

49

13

10

100

1785

685

38%

225

245

2279m2

4
5

10

Table 1 – Summary of the area covered and items retrieved on each survey. Number of
items is approximate as in some cases one ‘hit’ on the metal detector may uncover many
items.
The smaller surveys could be instigated at a weeks notice with only one man required to be
onsite. Locations and dates were determined either by tenants requesting surveys to be carried
out prior to building new garden features, in response to items being found on the surface or
as access to gardens became available. It was noticeable that the surveys undertaken on sites
where artefacts were initially found on the surface yielded far more finds than those
undertaken at the bequest of the owner or as planned survey of designated real estate.
The Aim of the Surveys
The primary aim of each survey was to recover and record as many items that could be
associated with the fighting and the occupation of the site by the POWs. The objectives
therefore were to cover as much ground as possible and retrieve as many items as possible.
This would ensure that we could realistically assess the potential for battlefield archaeology
on the site and test the effectiveness of standard metal detecting practices. Therefore a
methodology was created to meet these objectives
Methodology
Standard UK procedures for surveying a site were used in each phase of the operation. A
survey area would be divided into transects and a metal detector operator allocated to each
lane. Each operator would then detect and recover the item. A second team would then plot
the find onto the grid, label and then place the item into a finds bag. This process was known
as ‘tagging and bagging’. This works well in vast open farm land but does not necessarily
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work when the finds are concentrated in a tropical urban environment and the number of
experienced operators and machines are limited.
Doug Scott’s seminal work at the Battle of Little Big Horn site in Dakota refined the process
by introducing a separate recovery team who could evaluate and tag and bag the find before a
third team of specialist surveyors fixed the site of the artefact in the landscape (Scott 1989:
p27 – 33). A similar methodology was used at Adam Park.
Where possible each site was visited before the survey team were brought in. This initial visit
allowed the survey leader to meet the tenants and explain what would happen as well as allow
an assessment to be made as to where best to start surveying.
Once the team was on site the survey area would be staked out and a transect number
allocated to each section. As there was no topographical survey equipment available the
location of transects were plotted onto the landscape by means of tape measures with the
distances taken from established survey marks or architectural features on the site. This
information was recorded onto a sketch map.
Each team was allocated a team leader who stayed on site for the duration of each survey and
was responsible for training up the new volunteers as they joined. As the surveys were carried
out on a purely volunteer basis the number of team members on site varied day to day and it
was quite common for new team members to join each morning. Continuity and experience
was established over the course of the surveys as volunteers often returned on consecutive
digs. Teams ranged from 1 to 12 volunteers on site at any one time. Ideally one detector
could provide enough hits and support the excavation of 6 volunteer diggers.
Three different metal detectors were used on site over the course of the surveys. The bulk of
the early work was undertaken using a Prizm Mk II manufactured by Whites. However the
larger surveys at the end of the programme were carried out using a Prizm Mk6T. A Garret
Ace 250 was loaned as a backup for Survey No.3. Training was given to all volunteers on the
basic use of the machine so detecting could carry on in the absence of the recognised operator
and to build up the knowledge base amongst the volunteers. It must be noted here that metal
detectors and operators are very few and far between in Singapore. All the machines used in
this survey were brought into the country and there were no retailers on the island capable of
supplying replacement parts.
The team would first use standard field walking techniques to check the area for surface
items. At times, where the concentration of surface finds was so intense, this entailed
crawling on hands and needs along the transect picking up all metal items that could be
spotted. No detectors were used for this phase. These items would be marked by coloured
flags before being labelled, placed into a finds bag and plotted onto the grid; ‘tagged and
bagged’.
Next the metal detector operator would survey the site identifying ‘hits’. The operator would
proceed up the transect using a sweeping motion that would cover a sweep of between 1.5 to
2.0 metres, depending on the operator’s height, reach and technique. The metal detectors
used for the survey were able to discern between ferrous and non-ferrous items. A ‘hit’ would
usually consist of a strong return on a non-ferrous object; the intention being to recover as
many lead bullets and brass cartridges and webbing accoutrements as possible. The operator
would mark each hit with a different coloured flag. The dig team would then follow in the
operator’s wake, digging and recovering items marked by the flags. Good use would be made
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at this stage of a second detector and a hand held unit called a ‘pinpointer’ to find the items in
the excavated hole. The digger would recover the item and then put it in a plastic bag before
returning it to the exact point of recovery.
Items were recovered using a selection of tools including archaeologist’s trowels and metal
detector operator’s spades. Care was taken not to displace the item but this was virtually
impossible in areas of intense hits as the recovery of one item would often expose another.
The Prizm 6T machine was capable of giving crude depth information and comparisons were
made to assess the accuracy of this reading. However diggers usually found the item without
having to refer to the depth reading.

Fig 19- Volunteer diggers are making good use of the Garrett Pinpointer (left) and with the
‘tagging and bagging’ complete its time to record the findings (right)
The Recording Team (often the same people but later on in the day) would then record the
find details: provide an initial description, allocate an item number (based on the date, site,
transect number and item number) and plot the item by measuring tape onto the grid. Only
then was the item properly bagged and taken off site.
The method worked well in the fairly open areas away from the buildings where ‘hits’ were
around a metre apart. However in areas nearer the houses the concentration of finds meant the
process had to be refined. A single ‘hit’ may lead to the unearthing of many items. The dig
teams found it easier to use the hand held pinpointer to recover all the items in the immediate
vicinity, often bagging more than one find at a time. The basic rule was for the digger to
place all items that were recovered within 5cm of the original hit marker in the same bag.
This caused problems later on where the artefacts were sorted by typology and new item
numbers had to be allocated to individual items.
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Detecting in areas of concentrated hits may lead to the ‘camouflaging’ or masking of returns
from individual items. The presence of large ferrous items swamped the signal from smaller
non-ferrous material and as the metal detector was set to exclude the ferrous hits, some
relevant material could be overlooked.

Fig 20 – An ‘overload hit’ reveals a number of items within one area. In these cases each
bag may have more than one item inside it.
The metal detectors have an overload function. That is to say when the return from a hit is too
large for the machine to discern the type of metal, the machine sends out a distinct warbling
signal. The operator marked these areas with two flags and the dig team would set about
looking for the large ferrous item below. Once this had been found and removed then the
detector was once again played over the excavation in an attempt to reveal the location of non
ferrous items whose signals had been masked by the overload.
In general the artefacts were to be found no more than 15cm under the surface. This was in
parts due to the presence of an orange clay layer under the garden turf. However larger items
of interest were to be found deeper down. The water bottle and entrenching tool at No.17
Adam Park were found 30cm deep and after some persistent digging by the volunteer.
As a rule the surveys teams looked to recover non ferrous items only. However there were the
inevitable collection of nails, screws and ferrous lumps recovered. Likewise a selection of
interesting ceramics was recovered, in particular material that showed signs of burning or
melting. Most of the sites were covered in building material of some sort including roof tiles,
asbestos boarding and bricks. Their presence was noted in the reports, concentrations plotted
on the sketch maps and a few examples retrieved but on the whole these items were not
recovered.
The survey team recognised very early on the limitations of the detectors and the operators. It
was unlikely that the operator could cover 100% of the survey in one sweep and it was not
unknown for the transect to be swept three or four times from different directions before the
team were satisfied they had recovered all relevant artefacts. It was difficult to assess the
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effectiveness of the search methodology. The thoroughness of the coverage depends on
distance between the coil and the surface of the ground, the diameter of the coil and the
closeness of the sweeps; factors that change by operator and terrain. However when full
excavations were undertaken on ground previously covered by the metal detector survey,
very few items of interest were found within the top 15cms. The exception to this were the
surveys at the equipment dump at No.17 Adam Park because when the survey team went
back over the same bank on their fourth visit they were still recovering bullets and cartridges
on or near the surface.
On recovery artefacts were returned to the project office and temporarily boxed. Once the
report stage was underway the main typologies; bullets, cartridges, webbing accoutrements
and some notable individual items, were cleaned by dry brushing. As a rule cleaning was
stopped once the item had been identified. The exception was the process to determine the
headstamp details on the cartridge cases (See Bullets and Cartridges). All artefacts were then
bagged and stored in the survey boxes with absorbent packaging to reduce humidity levels.
.
Importance of Patterning
The importance of pattern analysis cannot be understated in analysing the survey results. The
location of an item in a particular context is the most important information to be gathered
whilst on site. Any mistakes in the recording of the location effectively render the recovery of
an item impotent.
As the process is usually undertaken at the end of the day and is relatively mundane, it is
important for the team to maintain concentration and to be as accurate as they can. The error
on the location measurement was to be no more than 5cm.
Summary of Analysis
Bullets & Cartridges
The majority of WW2 related artefacts was made up of the 470 bullets and cartridges
recovered. Having such a large collection of material allowed for a systematic review of the
items particularly from the later surveys where the ammunition had been dumped in greater
quantities.
All the bullets were cleaned and weighed on recovery and the length and maximum width
recorded. Initially the weight was recorded to the nearest gramme but in the latter surveys a
more accurate set of scales was purchased and the measurement was then taken to the nearest
0.1 g. Cartridges were cleaned to a state where the rim and case diameters could be measured
and the headstamp could be discerned. In many cases this involved fine ‘wet and dry’ sanding
with ‘emery’ paper. All measurements were taken from a set of callipers calibrated to the
nearest 0.05cm.
The majority of ordnance was the .303 calibre used in both the Lee Enfield Rifle and the Bren
Light Machine Gun. However a significant proportion of bullets were Japanese, fired from
the Arisaka Type 38 Rifle, the standard infantry weapon for the 41 st Regiment. There was
also a significant collection of bullets from the other Allied small arms including .45ACP
rounds from the Thompson Sub Machine Gun, Webley Pistol rounds and the odd shotgun
cartridge. Notably only one Japanese cartridge was recovered by the survey team reinforcing
the history that suggests that few Japanese soldiers made it onto the estate during the fighting.
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Clusters of bullets were often found close to a corresponding number of cartridge cases.
These were considered to be dropped rounds or rounds dumped sometime after the fighting.
Other areas only contained Japanese bullets and British cartridges. This patterning was
assumed to show areas where British troops had come under fire and had fought back. The
surveys at No.20 and 19 tentatively suggested a concentration of .45ACP from Thompson
sub machine guns; weapons typically used in the close quarter fighting for the buildings.
These were found across the lawns and around the buildings which backed the historical
record which suggested this area was the scene of vicious hand to hand fighting. The fact that
no bullets were found at the survey at 126 Watten Estate infers this house was never attacked
by Japanese and probably never manned by the Cambridgeshires.
The vast majority of cartridge cases had been damaged in some way with most often the
upper shoulder of the casing had been ripped open and pulled back like peeling a banana
skin. Only those casings recovered with the bullet in place were complete. There was some
debate as to why the sample had been so mangled. It was assumed that the cartridges had
been dumped or discharged from the weapon intact. Therefore whatever had caused the
damage was done after the items were deposited on the ground and must have been a
common occurrence across all the sites.
Two theories were put forward that may account for the phenomenon. The first considered
the corrosion that would have taken place once the round was in the ground. The wet earth
and different metals, lead of the bullet and brass of the cartridge, would have encouraged
galvanic corrosion which after a few years would have caused the two components to
separate. The shoulder of the cartridge, the point at which the bullet and casing meet, is often
the weakest and thinnest part of the structure and would therefore corrode faster than the rest
of the casing.

Fig 21 (a – e) These images show some of the damage inflicted onto the cartridges. Fig a
shows an example of a complete cartridge reportedly found on a site in Malayasia. Images
b to d shows the examples of the extent of damage found on the majority of cartridges
recovered at Adam Park. Image e shows the damage on a cartridge recently separated from
the bullet, probably during excavation – note the break is cleaner and the cordite charge is
still intact.
Once separated from the bullet the casing would then be subjected to some kind of systematic
distress that would cause the weakened top half to be torn apart. Most likely this would have
been due to the prolific use of garden machinery such as mowers and strimmers in the
intervening years. The very few samples not taken from the gardens were found to be intact
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however this theory can only be proven by comparing these finds with a larger sample found
in a less urbanised context.
The analysis of the headstamps from the cartridges revealed a diversity of manufacturers
from around the world. Samples from eight different arsenals were discovered, including two
in Australia and one in India. What was interesting was there did not seem to be one
particular preferred supplier amongst the concentrations of dumped ammunition. This may be
indicative of the desperate measure being undertaken to resupply the Cambridgeshires during
the fighting. It appears different batches of ammunition were made available to them and they
topped up as they moved around the island and then into the estate. It also infers that the
bullets belonged to an individual who was picking up ammunition from different sources
rather than a dump of ammunition crates which would have contained bullets all from the
same manufacturer and batch.
A review of the bullets revealed another interesting phenomenon. Weighing the British .303
bullets revealed a wide range of values. Initially this was put down to the presence of tracer
rounds which had been fired and expelled their phosphorus inner core. However the quantity
of underweight bullets1 and the range of values suggested that there was more to it than just
two types of bullet present.

Fig 22 – This illustration shows the apparent degradation of the .303 bullet. These four
bullets are at different stages of decay. The left hand bullet has just begun to eject its lead
core where as the right hand bullet is now empty; the lump of lead to the left is most likely
the remains of the core.

1

Tracer bullets are normally fired at a ratio of 1:6 with the standard bullet. Our underweight bullets
outnumbered the full weight bullets in this sample.
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A close review of the bullets then revealed a process of decay. .303 bullets were usually fitted
with a full metal jacket of cuprinol nickel which covers an inner lead core and lighter
aluminium or even a wood filling2. What our study was revealing was systematic degradation
of the bullet over time as the inner lead core seeped out of the full metal jacket probably as a
result of galvanic corrosion. This also accounted for the number of amorphous lead pellets
being found on the site which are probably the remains of the inner of the bullet.
Webbing and Uniform Items
The third biggest collection of a single group was that of webbing buckles and fittings. At
first single buckles were to be found in areas thought to be places of conflict. It was assumed
that these individual and isolated buckles were lost during combat as soldiers went about the
task of firing and reloading. However their presence in areas where equipment was dumped
was to prove more revealing.
When the numbers, location and typology were plotted onto a site plan of the dumping
grounds it was possible to work out how many and which pieces of webbing had been
discarded and therefore estimate how many men had dropped equipment at the site.
For example, quick release studs and belt clips are most frequently found on ammunition
pouches. Finding both the items in close proximity to a concentration of discarded bullets
and cartridges suggests that a pouch had been lost at that location. Likewise buckles and
fittings found only on KD issue waist belts suggest that the belt and most likely the
ammunition pouches attached to it, was probably discarded.

Fig 23 – Artefacts found along the bank at No.17 Adam Park appears to reflect the
disposal of at least one full set of webbing equipment. L to R – Webbing buckles and waist
belt end piece, helmet chinstrap and a .303 bayonet scabbard chape.

2

The use of contrasting material in the core was designed to ensure the bullet tumbles when hitting the target
and thereby causing more damage
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Map 4 – The webbing articles found at No 8 Adam Park were plotted onto the plan of the
site and revealed which article of webbing had been lost at each location. It would appear
there was a systematic dumping of ammunition pouches into the features, possibly slit
trenches, along the upper platform.
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It appears that one or possibly two full sets of webbing were abandoned along the banking at
No. 17 Adam Park as the tell-tale webbing buckles were found alongside bigger items of
personal kit such as a bayonet scabbard, water bottle, a gun sling, a helmet strap and an
entrenching tool. This patterning suggests that the owner was no longer in need of these
items; items which would have stood him in good stead as a POW. Possibly the owner was
therefore wounded or killed and his kit left unclaimed by his comrades.

Fig 24 – The collection of items at No.8 Adam Park clearly come from the Type 37
webbing waist belt – an example of which is shown below.
Shell Fragments
The fourth most significant collection of finds was that loosely entitled shell fragments. It
took a few surveys for the team to understand the significance of these small and shapeless
items. Each piece was identified as being significantly heavy for the size and many of the
items appeared to have machine tooling in the form of screw threads or moulding on them.
There were never enough fragments in one location to reveal any significant or meaningful
patterning but the fact that the fragments appear all over the estate bears testimony to heavy
bombardment subjected onto the defenders. What is more disturbing and significant is the
discovery of larger pieces of allied mortar shells. Their location may indicate positions the
Cambridgeshires believed to be occupied by Japanese troops at some time during the action.
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Fig 25a – Shell Fragments were found scattered across the sites and were classified by
their comparatively heavy weight and the evidence of machining.

Fig 25b - Rather larger pieces of shell fragment have been discovered mostly from Allied
3” mortars. Fragments of this size are a stark reminder of how lethal this type of
bombardment could be and may indicate the location of Japanese troops on the estate or
‘blue on blue’ bombardment.
Outstanding Items
Without exception each survey unearthed certain individual items that were of great interest
and significance. Each report includes a section detailing a number of such fascinating and
unusual objects. These items alone warranted the time spent on the surveys. Individual
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badges, belt buckles and buttons proved to be the most emotive as they are more personal
than the bullets and cartridges which are arguably items designed to be disposable. The fact
that the loss of such items of uniform would have been a setback to the owner, especially if
he was facing captivity, raises questions as to the circumstances he was facing at the time.

Fig 26- The discovery of boot eyelets at No8 Adam Park
raises the question as to why should the individual be happy
to lose his boots.
In most cases time and resource has prevented completing the research into individual items.
Many questions raised in the reports remain unanswered. It is hoped further research will
reveal the final chapter of these stories. The survey team is also aware than many of the
recovered items were not readily identifiable and may still be pertinent to the heritage.
However the remit and resource of this particular project has limited what can be done in this
follow up research. We can only hope that work done to support any future exhibition of
these artefacts will finish off what was begun here.
The question as to what is most significant single item to be found on site has been often
debated amongst the Survey Team. Suffice to say it is rare to find an item that can be linked
directly to an individual. The discovery of the plaque belonging to Pte Alan Lenz is a unique
find (See Survey No.4). However if the team could have chosen to find one single metal item
that would sum up the heritage at Adam Park then the Cambridgeshires badge would have
been it (See Survey No.8). It is a remarkable testament to the potential of the site and the
work of the survey teams that we can have this debate at all.
Conclusions
The objective of the Metal Detector Surveys was to assess the potential for Battlefield
Archaeology at Adam Park. It could be argued that the objective was met as soon as the first
bullet was recovered at No.20 Adam Park on the first survey. This proved that there was
archaeology on site and that the research had indeed been right in suggesting there was a
battle fought across the housing estate. What was more important was the ease by which the
material was recovered. Bullets and cartridges were lying not only a few centimetres under
the turf but also scattered around on the surface.
The further surveys not only verified the initial conclusions but went on to demonstrate the
incredible potential for pattern analysis. Simply from plotting the bullet and cartridge
locations alone areas of intense fighting could be distinguished from comparatively quiet
areas. A basic study of typology identified patterns relating to the type of fighting taking
place; defensive positions could be distinguished from areas of close quarter fighting or the
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post action dumping grounds. Concentration of finds also revealed hidden features in the
landscape and notably led to the discovery of a rubbish trench during the excavations.
The growing collections of artefacts revealed trends in the typology such as a diversity in the
cartridge manufactures, the apparent corrosion of bullets and the distribution of dumped
webbing kit. Most impressive were the lines of Japanese bullets that could be found across
the lawns and the localised firing positions of the Cambridgeshires in response.
However it was the individual artefacts such as the ‘Lenz Name Plate’, the Cambridgeshire
cap badge and POW tools that were the greatest contribution to the project. Simply allowing
people to see and touch the artefacts enthused the audiences and inspired sponsors and
volunteer alike to dig deeper.

Fig 27 – The ‘Lenz Name Plaque’ and the Cambridgeshire collar badge stand out as the
best individual finds found during the metal detecting surveys
The metal detector surveys were by far the most cost effective and productive surveys
undertaken. They proved once again to be Battlefield Archaeologist’s best tool in the box.
Our recommendation is that the metal detector surveys should be the mainstay of any further
work being considered to tap into the unique WW2 heritage potential at Adam Park.

The Topographic Survey Report
This section should be read in conjunction with the Field Report submitted by Dr Lim Chen
Sian from the NUS.
One of the most fundamental surveys to be undertaken in any archaeological project is the
Field Survey. This provides a reference onto which the distribution of archaeological features
can be placed and provides a topographical context to the location. The simplest method to
understanding the landscape is the ‘Field Walk’ in which a team of observers cover the
ground noting any unusual features and areas of interest. This also provides an opportunity
for the archaeologist to acquaint themselves with the main features and agree on reference
points and nomenclature of the significant features. Adam Park is particular required an
understanding of the irregular house numbering and the road layout.
The next step up is to produce a topographic map of the area which shows the relationship
between the architecture and its setting. Ideally a detailed topographic survey of the
immediate area should be placed onto a large scale map showing the adjacent features which
played a role in the action
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In total 22 days were spent on site at Adam Park conducting a topographic mapping of the
estate. The first 8 days were devoted to field trials with a selection of survey equipment as
well as setting up reference points across the site. Initial site control points were obtained
with a Topcon GMS 2Pro Global Positioning GIS mapper with a long range laser meter. This
device reads off the Singapore Land Authority GPS survey control points of the national
mapping grid. The mapping of the topographic features was then taken with a Topcon GT229
Total Station and prism set. The collected data is then transferred onto a CivilCAD software
which is then used to generate a terrain model. The final topographic plan was finished in
Sketch Up software.
Work is currently underway to place the topographic survey into the wider landscape built
from the contour maps used in the research stage. ‘Sketchup’ models of each class of house
and their associated outbuildings have also been built and these will be placed into the virtual
landscape. The hope is that this model will help the historians and researchers to conclude
why the estate was such a difficult position to attack and how the defenders were able to spot
enemy movement on features that are now hidden from view by modern features and post
war foliage.

Fig 28 – 3d models of the buildings at Adam Park (below) can now be placed onto the
topographic model (above) providing a virtual diorama of the battlefield and prison camp.
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The Geophysics Report
This section should be read in conjunction with the Field Report submitted by Dr Lim Chen
Sian from the NUS.
Archaeologists are always on the look out to find better and cheaper ways of identifying what
is under the surface and to minimise the amount of backbreaking and time consuming
excavations. In the 1950’s the archaeologists looked to new technology being trialled by
geologists who have a similar remit to themselves. These geophysical techniques allow for
the archaeologists to ‘see’ anomalies in the subsoil that may indicate the presence of
archaeology.
Geophysical methodologies can be broken down into three different technologies:
1. Magnetometry looks for the small disturbances in the Earth’s magnet field caused by
human activities such as burning or digging trenches.
2. Resistivity measures the resistance soil has to the passage of an electric current. This
is usually dependent on the amount of water present in the ground. Trenches and
depressions tend to hold water better than mounds and ditch fills which tend to be
looser and allow the water to drain away more readily.
3. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) works on the same principle as aerial radar picks up
incoming aircraft. A radio wave is sent into the ground and will bounce back off
layers or objects of differing density.
It is usual to use all three techniques in to be employed on a battlefield site should resources
allow as the combination of results verifies the readings and helps pinpoints area that require
further investigation. Unfortunately these techniques identify anomalies and not necessarily
archaeology and as all three methods depend on some form of electromagnetic signal they are
prone to errors induced by localised manmade electro-magnetic fields such as power cables
and radio transmitters. Therefore geophysics cannot be relied on to find archaeology on its
own. It does however provide information on where best to excavate or metal detect.
Dr Benjamin Vining from the Department of Archaeology at Boston University was invited
to Adam Park to undertake a Magnetrometer and GPR survey of the estate. Five days of
survey were undertaken running in conjunction with the final metal detecting surveys and the
excavations. Over 830m2 were covered in that period. Full details of the survey can be found
in the Field Report
Dr Vining concluded that both the magnetometry and the GPR surveys resulted in varying
degrees of success. The various types of ambient noise and interference from the challenging
site conditions in the tropical urban environment made it difficult to resolve specific
archaeological targets. However it was possible to identify some potentially interesting
targets even though it was difficult to resolve these features with great clarity or precision.
Dr Vining was confident that the ability of the magnetometer to pick up and identify features
that turned out to be nothing more than flower beds in such difficult conditions proves that
the technique would be effective in finding more definitive features such as WW2 trenches
and fieldworks in more remote, less built up sites around the island. He concluded that it
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would however be best to use geophysics to verify the location suggested in historical records
than to use the techniques to try and determine their extent solely on the basis of an extensive
an expensive geophysical survey.

The Aerial Photography Report
This section should be read in conjunction with the Field Report submitted by Dr Lim Chen
Sian from the NUS Project Team.
The preliminary project research made extensive use of maps and plans of the Adam Park
area. Changes in the landscape can be readily assessed by comparing consecutive
publications. However WW2 archaeologist also benefit from the introduction of aerial
photography. The interpretation and collection of aerial photos was pioneered during WW1
and honed during the inter war years. Photographic interpretation (PI) of images of the enemy
terrain, often photos taken at considerable risk to pilots and crew, were studied in detail by
the intelligence boffins back at bases in order to extricate as much intelligence as possible.
Many of the PI experts came from an archaeological background, recruited for their skills in
terrain observation and interpretation. Post war, aerial photographer became an essential tool
for the city developers and planners. Not surprisingly archaeologists made great use of their
new found skills as well.
Unfortunately for TAPP the British wartime reconnaissance images currently held with Royal
Commission of Ancient and Historic Monuments Scotland has yet to make Far East
photographs available to the public. However the project was able to source one USAF
photograph of Adam Park taken in 1944. But by then the importance of the estate had waned
and the intelligence staff had taken upon themselves to write the words ‘ Civilian Internment
camp possibly combining PW’ with an arrow pointing to the Sime Road camp across the
image of the estate and thus obliterating any meaningful information on Adam Park. The shot
is also too grainy and blotchy to provide any significant detail.
In 2007 the National Archives in Singapore published a very useful collection of aerial
photographs in a book entitled Over Singapore 50 Years Ago (Yeoh and Wong 2007). The
majority of these RAF photographs were taken in 1957 and 1958 and had lain undiscovered
in the National Archives since the withdrawal of the British. These images not only provide a
tantalising insight into Singapore at the time of its independence but also show the scarring
and remnants of the wartime occupation 15 years earlier. Fortunately the archive includes a
series of images covering the length of the Bukit Timah road from the racecourse at Turf City
along to Newton Circus. Adam Park and its environs are clearly shown at the centre of the
image. The project was also able to obtain a number of other images of the estate taken in the
early 1950’s.
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Fig 29 – This is an aerial photograph of No.7 Adam Park was taken in the early 1950’s.
No. 7 lies at the top of the picture. The two rectangular white shapes in the lower left of the
picture correspond to a number of garages that were dismantled after the war. Their close
proximity to the steep banking opposite corresponds to the description of the outbuildings
used as the Tivoli theatre.
Aerial photographs of this ilk show all the usual features your might expect to see on a good
OS map of the area or from simply viewing the site on the ground; houses, roads, hedges,
trees and the like. However aerial photos also reveal things that an observer at ground level
would not necessarily spot. These are features Archaeologists tend to classify as crop marks;
subtle depressions and mounds in the terrain that can be distinguished from the differing rates
of growth of the vegetation that cover them. Likewise such features can also be spotted when
seen from above when the sun is low on the horizon as they tend to cast shadows across what
seems for the best part of the day to be a featureless surface.
High altitude images have their own set of limitations especially when looking for smaller
features such as individual slit trenches. Images of the ground are also impeded by trees and
at times, cloud cover, phenomena most likely to be accounted in a tropical urban environment
such as Adam Park. Therefore low altitude aerial photography may be considered as a viable
alternative.
There are a number of methods by which a low altitude, cost effective aerial images of a site
can be obtained. Most popular is to hire a specialised rig in which a camera is fixed to a boom
or crane which is then extended to a suitable height. The main problem with this method is
getting the rig, often mounted on the back of a truck or ORV, onto the site and suitably
located to take meaningful images. Alternatively archaeologists have employed kites and
remote controlled helicopters to provide a steady aerial platform that can with a bit of
practice be easily manoeuvred over specific areas of interest.
The NUS archaeologists commissioned for the work at Adam Park took the opportunity to try
out helium field balloons as an alternative platform. Two types of balloon were trialled;
weather balloons and giant outdoor party balloons. Helium was used as the gas of choice
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being readily available and not requiring a licence. The camera was suspended in a simple X
shaped brace and set to the time lapse function which took shots every 5 seconds was
airborne. The rig was clipped to a 120m of fishing line.
Initial trials at the NUS facilities at Kent Ridge proved encouraging. However the enclosed
space of Adam Park and the strong breezes caused too much turbulence resulting in the
footage being declared unusable.

Fig 30 – The NUS team launch the balloons from the front garden of 17 Adam Park.
Skilful flying was required to get the camera to an affective altitude without snagging on
the surrounding trees in the high winds.

The Architectural Report
Adam Park is a remarkable archaeological site primarily because it is so well preserved and
the archaeology is very accessible. However as one excavates the lawns and gardens it is easy
to overlook the most obvious evidence relating to the battle – the houses themselves. It was
the buildings more than any other battlefield feature that dictated the course of the battle and
directly attributed to the successful defence of the estate. By reconstructing the estate as it
was in 1942 when the Cambridgeshires took over we can contextualise the resulting
archaeology.
In order to recreate the wartime estate the project team not only researched the history of the
estate (See Appendix 1) but also commissioned and architectural study of the current
buildings. The results of both initiatives are discussed below.
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Aims and Objectives of the Architectural Survey
This section should be read in conjunction with Architectural Survey Report submitted by
Dr Yeo Kang Shua.
The aims of the Architectural Survey was to bring together as much information about the
architecture and history of the buildings on the estate as was possible in order recreate the
terrain that the battle was fought on and the environment the POWs were placed.
We therefore identified two objectives. The first was to make a comprehensive study into the
typology of the houses within Adam Park. In particular we needed to identify the subtle
differences in the building structures and assess whether changes in architecture give clues as
to the history of the building and its role during the war.
The second objective was to assess whether the ‘Chapel House’ as drawn by Robert Mitchell
in 1942 could be identified through the architecture alone.

Fig 37 – Robert Mitchell’s evocative study of what he describes as the prison Chapel and
Canteen was annotated post war. Mitchell however failed to mention which house number
this was. The architects were asked to identify this house through the architectural record.
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Results of the Architectural Survey
The Architectural Report was submitted to the Project by Dr Yeo of Laborans on 11 th July
2011.
Dr Yeo classified the houses into two main types; ‘Lower Houses’ and ‘Higher Houses’. The
Lower Houses were then divided into four subgroups classified in accordance to presence and
type of verandas and availability of garages. The appendix to the report reviewed each house
in turn adding structural details and provided an image of each house.
The team concluded that although there were signs of post war repair on many of the
buildings it was impossible to irrefutably link these with specific rebuilds especially those
carried out by the Japanese authorities between 1943 and 1945.
The team’s review of the architectural and photographic evidence in relation to locating the
POW Chapel agreed that this was a ‘Higher House’ and concluded that ‘based on the
surrounding context, i.e. sloping grounds, it is likely that the sketch shows House No. 12’.
The results of the Infra-red reflectogram work were inconclusive.
This, Dr Yeo concluded, could be due to one or more of the following:
(i) The presence of Titanium White, usually used in most wall paint from mid-20th century
onwards, will obscure any subsequent older layers due to the highly reflective nature of the
pigment under infra-red illumination;
(ii) The thickness of paint layers3 could also effectively stop the penetration of the infra-red
source such that subsequent older layers will not be "visible" under infra-red;
(iii) There are no under-drawings of under-paintings present.4’
Further Investigations as to the Location of the Chapel
Inspired by the work undertaken by Dr Yeo and armed with a catalogue of photographs of the
houses the team set about looking for further evidence of the Chapel Site. A detailed review
of the documentary evidence was undertaken. Each diary and memoir was again reviewed
looking for any evidence relating to the location of the Chapel and the Canteen. A few
notable extracts were gathered.
Lt Col Oakes provides the best clues as to the location of the chapel in his account of his time
at Adam Park. It reads:
‘The Canteen Building was located in a bombed out bungalow with one room intact, and the
roof over another upstairs, which could be entered only by the fire escape. We converted this

3

There are 3 coats of paints specified by the Kanzai-ka, Kanri-kakari repair schedules. There are also
subsequent paint layers added by post-war Public Works Department and the Singapore Land Authorities’
current managing agent.
4

Two possible explanations: The mural is not at the location investigated or the paint has degraded and was
scrapped off before the application of new coats of paint.
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upper room into a chapel by completing the floor and putting in wooden forms and a small
altar. (Oakes: 280)
Pte Lloyd Ellerman notes religiously in his diary that he attended communion on most
Sundays however he fails to mention where the chapel was located and is now unable to
recall ever visiting the building. However he does eliminate No.16 from the list of possible
sites as he notes that this house was used as an accommodation block for the 8th Division
Signals men. (Ellerman,1942)
Pte Atkinson indirectly refers to the Chapel in his memoirs when he notes that the canteen,
which was in the room directly under the chapel was ‘just along the road from the from their
[Japanese Guards] living quarters (Atkinson, 2001: 73). Unfortunately we do not know for
certain the location of the Japanese HQ but it was near the front of the estate ‘at the top of the
hill’ in a Class 1 house. This comment infers the Chapel is along the main road on the estate
and is nearer the east end.
Otherwise there was little else to note from the accounts. Our attention then turned to the
images of the chapel. The two interior views, one by Mitchell and a second by Lt Col
Withers-Payne, provide excellent substantiated detail as to the layout and decoration of the
chapel. The design of the windows and ventilation blocks behind the altar when compared to
the modern photographs does confirm however that the room is on the 2nd floor on the right
of the main landing as you look at the house from the front.
A closer inspection of Mitchell’s exterior view of the house revealed a number of features
that tentatively exclude a number of the ‘Higher Houses’. The banking on the front left of the
house is only found on properties No.10 and No.12. The road in front of the house goes
directly along the front of the property albeit under the portico whereas the road at No.9 loops
around the front garden. The lack of a roof on the portico was considered inconclusive as
many of the houses have had this space enclosed as part of post war improvements but it was
noted that only No.12 Adam Park is still roofless today. A review of 1950 aerial photographs
suggests that No.10 was also roofless after the war.

Fig 38 – A study of the rear of No.12 (left) and No.10 Adam (right) Park clearly reveals a
fundamental difference. No.12 Adam Park is the only ‘Higher’ Class I house on the estate
that has an external staircase that runs from bottom right to top left as you look at the
property from the rear. In fact the whole layout of No.12 is opposite to its counterparts.
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We then collected the photographs from the remaining three Class 1 (Higher) houses still in
the running (No.10, 11 and 12) and started comparing the images for any differences in their
structure. It was then noted that there was an important subset to the ‘Higher’ grouping.
It would appear that the layout of No.12 has been reversed when compared to the others.
House No.11 is also unique in that the layout is identical for both wings (most obviously both
end walls have windows on the 1st floor whereas the other houses have a combination of
windows and French doors). It is possible that No.11 was damaged at one end and repaired
by simply creating a mirror image what was left of the other wing.
To understand how these peculiarities could help identify the chapel house, a 3d computer
image was created using the modern photos of No.12 and No.10 Adam Park as the template.
This model was then overlaid onto the Mitchell image and the bomb damage added to the
detail.

Fig 39 – The 3d model of house, in this case No.12 was first constructed on a modern
photograph.
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Fig 40 – The model (in this case of No.12) was then laid onto Mitchell’s drawing of the
Chapel house and the bomb damage added. This image shows the aberrations at the rear
of the house, in particular windows where patio doors should be and the dormer
framework is not in the right position

Fig 41 – Here the model of house No.10 has been laid upon the Mitchell sketch. It appears
Mitchell’s work corresponds more closely to the model of House No.10
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Table 3: Analysis Results for the Hunt for the Chapel
Analysis Point

Notes

The Canteen Building was
located in a bombed out
bungalow with one room
intact, and the roof over
another upstairs, which could
be entered only by the fire
escape. We converted this
upper room into a chapel’. Lt
Col Oakes

The entrance to the
house at the top of the
stairs on all houses in
roughly on the centre
line to the house and
therefore the direction
of the stairs is
immaterial to the ease
of access from the door
to the Chapel

Pte Atkinson indirectly
refers to the Chapel when he
notes that the canteen was
‘just along the road from the
from their [Japanese Guards]
living quarters (Atkinson,
2001: 73).

Japanese Guardhouse is
located at the east end
of the estate most likely
in house No.9. Just
along infers the canteen
and chapel were
located nearer the east
end of the estate

No. 9

No.10

No.11

No.12

No.16

However staircase and
building layout reversed
to all other Class 1 houses

Possibly the guardhouse

Ellerman’s Diary: No. 16 is
used as accommodation for 8
Div Signals
Interview with Jack Hall –
he remembers he lived in
No.12 and the canteen he
thinks was in No.11

One along from the
guardhouse

Two along from the
guardhouse

Three along from the
guardhouse

Furthest from the guard
house

No. 16 is an
accomodation block
Chapel / canteen in the
vicinity of No.11

Chapel / canteen in the
vicinity of No.11

Jack says he lived at
No.12 so most likely an
accommodation block

Repair bills from the
National Archives show cost
of repairs for No.s 12 and 16

There are no repair bill
details for this house

There are no repair bill
details for this house

There are no repair bill
details for this house

No.12 repair bill is
comparitable to 2 to 6, 14,
16 suggesting no major
damage to the house

No.16 repair bill is
comparitable to 2 to 6, 14,
12 suggesting no major
damage to the house

Mitchell Image: Road
passing in front of the house

No.9 has a loop in the
road at the front of the
building which is visible
in the 1950 aerial photo

This house has a road
running along the front

This house has a road
running along the front

This house has a road
running along the front

This house has a road
running along the front
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Mitchell Image: Banking at
front left hand side of house
is quite built up and strewn
with rubble

No banking now present

Banking still exists

No modelling has been
done on this house as
preceding evidence
suggests it is not the
chapel

No banking now present

Banking still exists

Modelling yet to be done
on this house

No modelling has been
done on this house as
preceding evidence
suggests it is not the
chapel

From the modelling of
Chapel interior the wall to
the right of the altar as you
look at it has at least two
doors
From the modelling of
Chapel interior the wall to
the left of the altar as you
look at it has no door in the
far left corner
From the exterior modelling
- Mitchell shows two doors
on the left exterior first floor
of the house

The layout in 12 is
original as it appears in
reverse in the other
Class 1 houses.

This house has a
door/door/door
configuration

To be checked

No.12 has a door /
window/ door
combination

The layout in 12 is
original as it appears in
reverse in the other
Class 1 houses.

This house has no door in
this corner

To be checked

No 12 has a door in the
far left corner

The layout in 12 is
original as it appears in
reverse in the other
Class 1 houses.

This house has two patio
doors leading out into the
garden at this position

To be checked

No.12 has two windows at
this position

From the exterior modelling
- Mitchell shows the dormer
framework and landing
slightly left of the alignment
of the portico
From the exterior modelling
- Mitchell shows a door in
the 2nd floor back left wall

The model fits better at
this feature with houses
9,10,11 and 16

The dormer beam is
located closer to
Mitchell’s sketch

To be checked

The dormer beam is not in
the loaction as shown on
the sketch

This door goes into the
rear bathroom

The door in this property
goes into a bathroom

To be checked

At this point in house 12
there is third second
storey window

House No.10 has the most
similarities to the Mitchell
sketch and no obvious
reasons to exclude it

House No.11 requires
more investigation before
it can be totally eliminated

Conclusion
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The 3d modelling proved an incredibly powerful tool. It is clear from the model that the
house Mitchell sketched fitted Oake’s description in that the only serviceable rooms were on
the far end of the house and that the landing and central staircase had been destroyed. It
would appear access to the Chapel could only be from the rear fire escape.
The sketch matched the model of No.10 Adam Park in a number of significant ways
particular when the rear left wall was recreated. For example Mitchell had been fastidious in
drawing in doors and not windows into the first floor back wall – No.12 Adam Park has
windows in these locations.
A 3d model was also built to show the inside of the Chapel. This time Mitchell’s interior
view was matched with Lt Col Withers–Payne’s work and a modern photograph of a possible
Chapel room.
One notable omission was evidence as to how long the room was. It could be assumed that it
ran all the way to the original dividing wall with the landing, however a study of the bomb
damage and Oakes’s statement suggests this may have been curtailed and a new back wall
built up at some arbitrary point where the damaged floor fell away.

Fig 42 - It would appear that Withers-Payne was not as accurate in his projection as
Mitchell had been but the vivid colouring and layout of the pews added a new dimension to
the reconstruction.
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Fig 43 – The 3d model was built up on a modern image of a possible Chapel room, in this
case at No.10 Adam Park (left). Note that the painting depicts three doorways to the right
of the altar. The room at No.12 (right) has two doorways and a window in between
(recently bisected by a new dividing wall).

Fig 44 – The 3d Model of the Chapel interior was coloured in accordance to the original
sketches.
The most telling piece of evidence to come out of this work is that the room at No.12 could
not be the one depicted by Withers-Payne as there is an original window where the diagram
shows a door.
Conclusion
Photographic analysis and a review of the written text narrowed the two most likely premises
down to house No. 10 and 11. It is by sheer luck that No.12 Adam Park is the only Class 1
house with this unique reversal of design which has ultimately eliminated it from the list. It
can therefore be proven by 3d modelling and photo interpretation that No. 10 Adam Park is
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most likely the house drawn by Mitchell and identified by him as the Chapel5. However
further review of No.11 is required to be certain.
The Architectural Survey has not only proven to be a vital tool in recreating the battlefield
landscape but the systematic collection of images and the categorisation of the typology
revealed the vital clues to the discovery of the POW Chapel. Work has still to be done to find
out whether the mural still exists under the paint work but now we can focus on two
locations.
The discovery of an intact, in situ, POW Chapel in a modern landscape is beyond the wildest
expectations of the TAPP project. The discovery is a fitting tribute to the months of hard
work undertaken in the surveys and research both by archaeologists and architects.

The Excavation Report
This section should be read in conjunction with the Field Report submitted by Dr Lim Chen
Sian from the NUS.
Excavation is the methodology most people immediately identify with archaeologists and
rightly so as it is the most commonly used methodology in mainstream archaeological
surveys. However excavations on battlefields are less effective as it is impossible to dig up
every last square metre of a vast battlefield site that could sometimes stretch for miles across
the landscape. The chance of finding notable battlefield finds amidst the expanse of, in this
case, a housing estate, requires considerable input from the other surveys and a hefty measure
of luck.
Excavation should be the last methodology to be employed. It is expensive, labour intensive
and requires skilled operatives. The method is also destructive; the mere act of digging
destroys the context in which the artefacts are sitting. Therefore excavations should be
undertaken with care and only after the results of the other methodologies have been duly
considered. If not then the likelihood of success is left more to chance which in turn increases
the risk an expensive failure.
However it is not always possible, due to time, resources and financial constraints, to
instigate work in the appropriate order that would allow the results of other surveys to
influence where the excavation should take place and this was the case at Adam Park. The
trenches here were opened up with only the metal detector surveys and field walking results
at hand. It was clearly evident from these surveys that the depressions in the gardens
earmarked for excavation were also concentrations of metallic surface finds. There were also
other features of similar dimensions and location around the estate that were also yielding a
high percentage of hits. However as the detailed excavation report shows the first feature
proved to be no more than an old flower bed.
It was with great relief therefore that the trench feature excavated at 18 Adam Park turned up
a plethora of WW2 related artefacts for consideration. As to when and how this tip was
formed is open to debate. The dig team concludes that the chronology of the rubbish tip falls
between 1942 and 1950’s which emphatically associates the contents with the wartime
5

Mitchell also drew a picture of No.7 Adam Park but mislabelled this after the war describing it as No.12 Adam
Park and being used as accommodation by the POW’s. Perhaps he was getting his numbers and houses confused
and he had intended to number his Chapel image as No.12.
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history of the estate. The lack of building material suggests it is not associated with the
renovation of the houses either by the POWs, the Syonan authorities or a government
sponsored upgrade immediately after the war. The combination of military and civilian items,
the lack of ordnance and the fact that the trench does not seem to be a military fieldwork
suggests that this was a civilian clear out of perhaps the nearby outhouse or garage into a
service ditch or old ARP trench. Those military items recovered may have had a secondary
existence as keep sakes or for domestic use. The ammunition crates for example may have
been used as tool boxes. The Anti-Gas creams were obviously of no use either in the war or
in the post civilian environment.
The report concludes that the excavations at Adam Park have been very successful. The
discovery of the rubbish tip dating to the war years is evidence of the ample archaeological
artefacts that still remain on the estate. Even this feature was not fully excavated during this
survey and more finds wait to be discovered.

F Fi
F

Fig 45 – The collection of WW2 material from the excavation trench at 18 Adam Park was
quite spectacular however it appears the ammunition boxes, bottles, boots and canteen may
simply have been the contents of the clear out of the nearby garage sometime soon after
the military occupation of the site.
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Chapter 4 - Next Steps
The publication of this report officially marks the end of TAPP. Its final distribution and the
handing over of all other reports and artefacts into the care of the NHB meets the
requirements set down in the initial project proposal and agreed to by the main sponsors.
However there remains the outstanding problem of how to make best use of the research
material and artefacts collected.

70th Anniversary
15th February 2012 marks the 70th anniversary of the fall of Singapore and at the time of
writing this report no formal plans have been announced to mark this auspicious date beyond
the usual memorial service. Undoubtedly various groups and individuals will look to mark
the occasion in their own way and it is hoped that TAPP will be asked to contribute to the
itinerary. The 70th Anniversary is special as it will most likely be the last time veterans of the
war will be able to attend a decadal commemoration.

Museum Displays
The most obvious home for the artefacts would be in a permanent museum display that
compliments existing collections. It is hoped that the material can remain together and be
displayed in a presentation that retells the Adam Park story in full. However the artefacts may
have to be split up and sent to separate collections that relate the separate aspects of the
Singapore wartime experience.
Priority will be given to ensuring Singapore based institutions have first call on the relic
collection however interest in the artefacts has already been expressed by museums in
Australia and the United Kingdom. It is hoped some part of the collection can be sent to
abroad where the next of kin and the veterans will have a better opportunity to see them.

Commemoration and Memorialisation
The Heritage Information board set outside No.7 Adam Park is clearly requiring updating.
The text fails to make any reference to the role of the estate as part of the POW camp or
mentions the sacrifice of the 41st Battalion IJA soldiers that died during the battle. It is hoped
NHB will consider updating and renewing the board incorporating much of the new material
revealed in the course of this project. Latest SMART phone technology should enable
immediate online access to information as the visitor moves around the battlefield.
TAPP do not feel qualified to discuss the pros and cons about erecting plaques and memorials
sponsored by other international organisations such as those set up by veteran societies in the
UK on sites abroad. However the team would encourage that any memorialisation of the
battlefield is carried out with equal bias for all parties. At present the site is primarily a
‘British’ memorial; it is hoped that future memorialisation includes reference to the
Australian POW’s, Japanese army and the role played by Singaporeans in the wartime and
social history of the estate.
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Books, Presentations and Media
The most obvious means by which to inform people about the history of the estate and the
extent of the archaeology that remains in the ground is to publish a book on the subject.
Unfortunately the project researchers would agree that publishing such a manuscript will
undoubtedly stimulate further research into the site and inevitably new information will be
forthcoming as historians, veterans and next of kin search their archives and unearth new
facts. This would ultimately require an expensive republishing of the book. Likewise much of
the information is highly detailed and perhaps only relevant to select audiences making the
publication unprofitable.

Fig 46 – TAPP Talks have been a key component in raising sponsorship and interest in the
project. Left - Jon Cooper, TAPP Project Manager, talking at a fund raising event at 126
Watten Park Estate. Right – Jon leading a ‘Digging Deeper’ session at the Singapore
American School.
Therefore TAPP have considered the creation of a ‘virtual battlefield museum’ in which the
large amount of research material could be stored and made readily accessible to the general
public on line. 3D images of artefacts and access to the survey reports would mean
archaeologists around the world could view the data online and contribute to academic
discussions on the subject. Schools and colleges would also be able to draw down relevant
training material. Those wishing to pay tribute to the fallen may do so via the online guest
book. However the greatest challenge would be build a virtual tour of the site which
introduces the viewer to the modern estate and then take them back in time to walk around
the estate both as a battlefield and a POW camp. This would also allow ageing veterans to
‘visit’ from the comfort of their own homes many thousands of miles away from Singapore.
The possibilities provided by the latest IT technologies are endless and the development of
such a site would be a groundbreaking and inspirational project which would set Singapore at
the top of this field.
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Exploring Other Battlefield Sites
The TAPP team have been fastidious in working within the scope of the project. Despite
encouragement and promises of support from other third parties, the team has had to stick
closely to the original remit, aware that scope creep would divert vital resources and funds
from the achieving the objectives agreed to by the sponsors.
However in the course of the research it became evident that Adam Park may not be the only
WW2 battlefield awaiting discovery in Singapore. Just in the immediate area to Adam Road
are similar sites connected with the final days of the fall of Singapore. Important
neighbouring features, Hill 95 and Water Tower, despite recent road widening on the PIE
have signs of trenches and field works. The SICC Golf course may not be the ideal place to
carry out large scale excavations but bordering land and water features may reveal a rich
source of POW and battlefield artefacts. Sime Road, is perhaps the most well known site in
the immediate area as it was not only the location of Percival’s HQ for most of the Malayan
Campaign but it was also the site of a notorious Civilian Internee Camp. Likewise the
Caldecott Estate, the Lornie married quarters and Mount Pleasant black and whites were all
used as POW accommodation. The last site was also the scene of very heavy fighting on the
15th February 1942 and would likely have a similar archaeological record to Adam Park.
The site currently under the most immediate threat is the Bukit Brown Hills, site of the night
time battle on the 14th February between elements of the 11th Regiment IJA and the British 4th
Suffolks Battalion. The cemetery became for one night only the killing ground that would
ultimately lead to the capture of the reservoirs and end of British resistance on the island. The
area has recently been earmarked for road building and subsequent housing development.
However, perhaps the most impressive heritage site in the area worthy of further survey work
is the Shinto Shrine on the shores of the MacRitchie Reservoir. Notwithstanding the cultural
and religious significance of any place of worship for the people of Singapore, the Shrine is
also a tangible monument to the memory of the Allied 10,000 POWs and Singaporean
workers who built it and to those who died in the process. The remains of the temple are now
slowly rotting away under the canopy of the rainforest lost from view and memory and are in
dire need of conservation.
Looking slightly further afield, there may still be other significantWW2 battlefields waiting
to be discovered across the island. In particular the west coast Japanese landing sites and the
sangars of the Australian defenders may well be preserved under the protection of the current
military training establishments and ranges. Traces of the epic defence of the Gillman
Barracks, Kranji Beaches and the Mandai Road may also be awaiting discovery. Likewise the
action along Kent Ridge and the iconic story of the Malay Regiment’s defence of the Bukit
Chandu may also benefit from similar studies being undertaken in the local area.
TAPP’s prime objective was to reveal the potential for battlefield archaeology in Singapore.
This project has shown that the potential for battlefield archaeology is excellent and that we
now have the means and the expertise to carry out similar work across the island ultimately
revealing more of Singapore’s amazing and inspirational wartime history.
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Fig 47 – The Bukit Timah Road Rail Bridge marks the high tide for the advance of
‘Tomforce’ on 11th February 1942. Allied troops sheltered behind the embankment from
the incoming Japanese fire. The bridge and railway is at risk of development as the railway
line has been recently decommissioned.

Fig 48 – The Bukit Brown Cemetery – The 4th Suffolks fought a running battle in and
around the headstones and pillars across the hill on the 14 th February 1942.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions
Adam Park is truly a remarkable site of WW2 Heritage. It may be the foremost site of its kind
in Singapore if not in South East Asia. Not only is it the scene of one of the most
concentrated periods of fighting of the Malayan Campaign, witnessing three days of
continued combat in what was only a seven day battle for fortress, but also the site of a
notable POW work camp from 1942.
This alone would mark the site as an incredible location but the fact that this estate still exists
in almost pristine condition as it was when it was first built, never mind in 1942, can be
considered, in this age of rapid urban development, a minor miracle.
Walking onto the estate is like entering a time capsule where the heritage lies untouched
around you and the archaeology sits ready to be picked up under your feet. The fact that so
much material is scattered around the landscape is at times overpowering. The work that lies
ahead in collecting, cataloguing and presenting the artefacts to be found on the site may take
years to complete. However in doing so, it will provide a unique snapshot into life in
Singapore in 1942.
TAPP as an archaeological exercise has been a mixed success. Archaeology in Singapore is
young science and battlefield archaeology such as that undertaken at Adam Park has never
been attempted before. It was therefore not surprising that not all the surveys met with
success and a number of intriguing issues are yet to be resolved. However the experience
gained and the lessons learnt means that there is now the core of talent and knowledge
required to take on similar work in the future. It is hoped that Singapore will aspire to be the
‘Centre of Excellence’ in the region for this type of survey work and study.
The location of the POW Chapel is perhaps the most tantalising and enigmatic question that
has not been fully addressed. Neither the research nor the surveys have been able to identify
the exact location of this iconic camp facility. However the fact that the presence of the
Chapel on the estate has been revealed at all is a major coup for the team and we are now in
the enviable position that one more survey or one more piece of written evidence may well
reveal the exact location. We can only hope that beneath the layers of plaster and paint the
Chapel mural awaits discovery. It is hoped this document will duly encourage a further
survey – TAPP2 - which will have amongst its objectives the revealing of the mural.
The number and accessibility of WW2 related artefacts has amazed the team from the outset.
The discovery of the first bullet at 20 Adam Park was a fantastic endorsement of the months
of research carried out up until that point. The fact that the team then went on to discover
over 470 more bullets and cartridges across the site in meaningful amounts and valid contexts
was beyond expectations. This coupled with the recovery of webbing equipment, buttons and
personal effects in such significant quantities has revealed intimate details of the history of
the Park not previously mentioned in the texts. Other discoveries such as charred and melted
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material have confirmed the location of events within the landscape. However the most
stunning and moving stories have come from items that can be associated with individuals.
The ‘Lenz Plaque’ for example has shown how even the most mundane item can lead to
wonderful untold stories. The discovery of the POW graveyard in the front garden of 18
Adam Park and the amazing story of the two ‘Footscray Boys’ has brought home to the
project team the very personal nature of the artefacts they unearthed.
Perhaps the greatest compliment and mark of success has been the number of times local
Singaporeans have said ‘I never knew that!’ when told about the site. If archaeology is all
about revealing the past to a new audience then TAPP has certainly met this objective.
Singapore’s WW2 history has been shown to be readily accessible in meaningful amounts. It
is there onsite ready to experience; it is just a matter of reaching out and touching history.

Fig 49 – No 19 Adam Park – scene of heavy house to house fighting on 14th February 1942
and the location of the POW Camp Hospital. This is a fine example of the ‘upstanding
archaeology’ that makes up the Adam Park Estate.
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Appendix 1
Architectural History
The following section was written by Julian Davison, well known expert on the history of
‘black and whites’ and complimented by research carried out by the project.
The Singapore Improvement Trust, otherwise popularly known as the SIT, was a
government-financed statutory body set up by the colonial authorities in 1927 to address the
problems of improving the living environment of Singapore’s urban poor, principally in
Chinatown, but also in other densely populated inner city areas6. Architects and town
planners were recruited from the UK and the houses at Adam Park 7 were built to provide
accommodation for them upon their arrival in Singapore. There was another SIT estate at
Kay Siang Road.

Fig 1 - SIT bungalow, No. 10 Kay Siang Road, c.1936
Adam Park is situated on a hill, which was the preferred location for residential estates of this
kind during the colonial era, the situation being intended to make the most of ambient breezes
by way of natural ventilation. The estate is laid out in the typical manner of the time with the
roads and driveways following the natural contours of the land and the houses well spaced
out and oriented so that no one house overlooked another. Landscaping followed the
eighteenth-century precepts of Capability Brown and Sir Humphry Repton, that is to say a
kind of tropical version of an English country estate with ‘natural’ features arranged in such a
manner so as to delight picturesque sensibilities — vistas across open swathes of verdant
lawn with artfully positioned stands of trees balanced by other topographical features.
There are two basic types of house to be found at Adam Park reflecting differences in
seniority within the SIT 8. Those positioned on the slopes of the hill were intended for junior
grades of civil servant while those at the top were reserved for more senior officers. The
6

SIT managed to build only 23,000 housing units in 32 years and were unable to find an effective solution to
lack of housing as the population grew faster than it could build homes. It was eventually replaced in 1963 by
the Housing and Development Board (HDB), which in contrast managed to build 110,000 housing units within
less than a third of that time
7
In 1928 the Municipal Commissioners had made provision to build 20 houses on the Adam Park Estate and
funds were set aside for 5 houses to be built in 1927 and 1928 leaving the remaining 10 to be built in 1929 and
1930
8
On the 23rd April 1928 the board of the Singapore Improvement Trust agreed to the erection of three Class III
houses (Nos.13, 14, 15) and one Class I house (No.16) at Adam Road for the accommodation of their married
staff pending budget provision by the Singapore government and the agreement of the Municipal Council (SIT
98/28 (1) 1945: 3).
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former are actually based on a Public Works Department (PWD) prototype from the previous
decade — we find their antecedents in the houses on Malcolm Road and Mount Rosie, which
date from 1925. Designated as Class III government housing, the PWD houses were designed
by H. A. Stallwood ARIBA, and they belong the so-called ‘black and white house’ style of
architecture that was popular in the Straits Settlements from around the turn of the last
century through to the beginning of the 1930s9.
In essence, the archetypal black and white house can best be understood as a late-Victorian or
Edwardian home transposed from England and reinterpreted in an Eastern setting. The most
obvious Eastern influences are of course those of British India, the broad verandas,
widespread eaves and tall, double-leafed, shuttered door- and window-openings being
characteristic features of the Anglo-Indian bungalow. Malay references are also in evidence,
most notably the raising up of the main living floor on stilts or piers, a feature which is not
found in British India.
In these respects, the black and white house was pretty much like any other colonial residence
built in Singapore from around the middle of the nineteenth century through to the beginning
of the modern era in the early 1930s. Where the black and white house departed from its
contemporaries was in its nostalgic embrace of the late-Victorian enthusiasm for halftimbered, Tudor-style country houses — it is this aspect, more than any other, which defines
the black and white Singapore house and gives the style its name.
In the earliest black and white houses, the timber framework was quite consciously modelled
on sixteenth and early seventeenth century references. Later there was less concern for
historical fidelity, but the principle remained the same, namely a timber frame filled in with
rendered lathwork or half-brick nogging. The timberwork was treated with a type of creosote
which stained the wood black, while the rendered surfaces were painted white, hence the
designation ‘black and white’. As one might expect, there is also a strong Arts and Crafts
presence, but in its essentials, the black and white Singapore house is best thought of as
‘tropical mock Tudor’, or ‘Tudorbethan’ (a composite style made up of Tudor, Elizabethan
and Jacobean elements), a localised offshoot of the vernacular revival in Victorian domestic
architecture, peculiar to Singapore and the Straits Settlements.
By the time we get to the houses in Adam Park, however, we see signs of moving with the
times. The Classical references that enriched the first generation of black and white houses in
the years before the First World War, have been largely lost, or at least pared down — the
detailing is simpler and there are signs of contemporary Deco influences. Similarly, the
layout has changed from an essentially square plan, with verandas on all sides, to one that is
long and narrow — just one room deep — with continuous verandas front and back.
A particularly interesting development in the case of the lower-ranking houses on the slopes
of the hill is their use of the natural topography of the site as an integral element in the design
of the building; this was a feature that made its first appearance in the PWD houses at
9

The lowest tender submitted for the building of the 4 SIT houses at Adam Park was from Chia Lee Teck at
$69,800 and this was accepted. It appears that Mr Chia was the son of a ‘very good contractor’ but was fairly
inexperienced having done only one small alteration job for the Trust in the past. (SIT 98/28 (1) 1945: 4) The
total cost of the build per house was estimated at $83,000 once the provision of services had been included. The
contract was duly issued below the original estimate at $70,299 with total cost per house including 4 tennis
courts and furniture plus road construction was $118,018. The houses were built over the course of the next two
years and first occupied in 19299 (SIT 98/28 (1) 1945: 5).
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Malcolm Road and Mount Rosie. Built on sloping ground, the basement floor is open except
for the entrance hall and stairwell, and a garage to one side. The main living floor, which is
all on one level, is raised on concrete piers at the front, rather like the old plantation villas of
the nineteenth century, but because the site rises up behind the house, the back of the building
is actually more or less at ground level. The plan is symmetrically arranged around a central
axis and comprises a drawing-room-cum-sitting veranda which extends out over the porte
cochère, or car port as it had come to be known by this time, with the dinning room behind.
The bedrooms are placed on either side, strung out in a line with access via front and rear
verandas. The kitchen and servants’ quarter are detached from the main part of the house, as
was the norm during the colonial era; they are at the back and are built on the ground, but
because of the sloping site, this means that they are actually at the same level as the rest of
the house, or even slightly higher.

Fig 2 - PWD bungalow, No. 29 Malcolm Road, designed by H. A. Stallwood, 1925.

The houses on the slopes of Adam Park were primarily intended as married quarters for
British families in the SIT10, though they could also double as a mess for a group of bachelors
living together and sharing the domestic expenses of a cookboy and housekeeper or amah11.
10

The fact that the houses had been built on Municipal Land which became an issue in 1939 when the
Commissioners concluded that ‘The position of having houses belonging to one body on land belonging to
another is not satisfactory (SIT 98/28 (1) 1945: 5)’. And as the Municipal Commissioners were looking for
additional quarters for their senior officers they made an offer to the SIT for the properties. The subsequent
survey of the houses declared them as being in excellent condition and well maintained (SIT 98/28 (1) 1945:
5).The SIT agreed to the transfer and built more homes at Kay Siang Road to replace them. They were sold to
the Municipal Council for $90,000 in 1939 and the tenants were moved out in the next 6 months
11
No 7 Adam Park became the home of a number of unmarried gentlemen in what became known as a
Bachelor’s Mess. In June 1928 Mr J Scott , who was staying at the Harbour Board House requested permission
of his manager to move into the house with Mr Pickering of the Assessors Department and Mr Price from the
Sewerage Department. It was agreed, rent was set at 4% of their wages and the house was made ready for
occupancy by the 1st August. They were quickly joined by Mr CL Tatham, another Improvement Trust Officer.
This proved to be a temporary measure as he was due to get married in the October and he subsequently moved
out to No.4 Amber Mansions to be with his wife on 30th September (SIT771/28 1928: 1). In November 1931 a
further vacancy was made at No.7. This time a Mr Aldred also a SIT officer was given top priority. Initial
concern was expressed that the new man should be a Municipal Officer if there was a taker. However Aldred
moved in on 12th Dec and took on the rent with a Mr G White, an Assistant Treasurer at the Municipal
Treasurer’s Office and Mr R Brown from April of the next year. Aldred left the mess in September 1933. White
left on the 15th August 1932 (SIT 983 1993; 1,2).
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The houses at the top of the hill are of a different order and were evidently intended for
higher-ranking SIT personnel — a simple spatial metaphor reflecting civil-service hierarchy.
They are more contemporary in terms of their design than the houses lower down, though
they clearly have their origins in the same colonial prototype, being symmetrical in plan with
a projecting porte cochère and a broad veranda on the ground floor. They are two-storey
affairs, but in this instance the sitting veranda over the porte cochère has give way to an open
terrace. They are also more robust in terms of their construction than the houses lower down
the hill — more masonry and reinforced concrete, less timber — which no doubt enhanced
their defensive capabilities.

Fig 3 – Municipal bungalow, Adam Park, senior officer’s accommodation, c.1936/37
Rent and Repair – Japanese Occupation of Adam Park
The National Archives in Singapore hold a collection of documents relating to the rebuild of
the estate in the remaining war years.
Extract of Bills show that Nos.13, 18, 19, 20 Adam Park were renovated and then rented out
to tenants from 15th June 194312. The work was quite comprehensive; new timber doors and
windows were fitted, rooms were repainted and varnished, outhouses were given a coating of
wood preservatives, general repairs were carried out, in particular new asbestos was added to
the ceilings and electrical fittings were reinstalled. Bathrooms were totally refitted with
showers, wash basins, w.c.’s, long baths and sinks. There followed a spate of renovations the
details of which are given below:
Table 2
House No
2

Cost of
Repair
$12,399

3

$12,399

4

$13,397

12

Tenant
Messrs Oji Seisi
Co
Messrs Oji Seisi
Co
Messrs Sanseido
Co

Address of
Tenant
No.43 Collyer
Quay
No.43 Collyer
Quay
No.66 High
Street

Start Date
of Rental
22/09/1943

Rental

22/09/1943

$120

15/09/1943

$120

$120

The paperwork is dated in accordance with Japanese calendar ; 1943 is written as 2603
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5

$10,570

6

$11,759

7
8
9
10
11
12

$14,284

13

$5,733

14

$13,912

15
16

$14,483

17
18

$4,991

19

$5,164

20

$5,371

Messrs Nanpo
Kaichatau Kinko
Messrs Nanpo
Kaichatau Kinko

Not Given

15/09/1943

$120

Not Given

15/09/1943

$120

15/09/1943

$160

15/06/1943

$140

22/09/1943

$140

15/09/1943

$160

15/06/1943

$140

15/06/1943

$140

15/06/1943

$140

No Details Given

Messrs Nanpo
Not Given
Kaichatau Kinko
Messrs Nampo
No.30 Battery
Unko Co.
Road
Messrs Nampo
No.30 Battery
Unko Co.
Road
No Details Given
Messrs Nanpo
Not Given
Kaichatau Kinko
No Details Given
Messrs Nampo
No.30 Battery
Unko Co.
Road
Messrs Nampo
No.30 Battery
Unko Co.
Road
Messrs Nampo
No.30 Battery
Unko Co.
Road

(KKK 139/2603).
Attached to the same archival material was a master copy of a Property Rental Permit issued
by the Shonan Special City Property Director. The document lists the conditions of tenancy
for No.3 Adam Park but many of the subsequent entries have been left blank and there is no
indication as to when the document was written. Clause 4 is of particular interest:
‘4. Should the army require the use of the property, tenant must vacate it within the specified
time period’ (KKK 139/2603).
It infers that the army were still interested in the fate of the buildings. This may account for
the take over of houses Nos.13, 14 ,18, 19, 20 by the Syonan Kotsutai (Keiributyo) on 22nd
April 194513 (KKK 139/2603).
To date, very little evidence has been found as to who rented out these houses. Nathan recalls
in his history of the Jewish population in Singapore that, as he was an experienced
electrician, he was once asked by a Japanese officer, Lt Suzuki, to go up to his house in
Adam Park to test a radio he had. (Nathan 1986 : 144). This suggests that the houses were
subsequently rented out to Japanese government officials and army officers as much as it had
been in the pre-war days.

13

Permits for the rental agreements for Nos 2, 3, 4 , 13, 14, 18, 19, 20 were renewed in September 1944.
Permits for Nos. 5, 6, 12 and 16 were reissued the following month
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It is interesting to note that there are no records for the repair and renovation of No.s
7,8,9,10,11 and No.s 15. A quick look at a plan of the estate will show that the former
numbers are all clustered together along the crest of the hill. This may suggest that the houses
were not released for tenants or that simply the documentation was lost.
The exclusion of No. 17 is due to the house being used as the RAP which was burnt down
and was therefore beyond repair. The same may apply to No.15 and account for the house in
D Coy’s area that was destroyed by aerial bombing14.

Post War Use
After the surrender of the Japanese in 1945, Adam Park estate once more returned to
government hands. To this day the houses are owned by the government and leased out to
private tenants or companies who use them to house their employees. Occupation in such
cases is somewhat transient as tenants are moved on at the will of the employer. The
tendency is for the landlord to return the house to its original state between each new
occupant. This has inadvertently impacted the archaeological record: firstly the buildings
remain on the same footprint as they were in 1942 as extending the properties is prohibited
and secondly, all additional verandas, swimming pools and other temporary structures are
taken down at the end of the tenancy but unfortunately much of the ensuing rubble is left in
the garden.

Fig 4 a - b – As one tenant put it ‘Workmen here don’t believe in skips’. The debris of
years of building work is left lying in the back gardens. b – The bottom of ‘The Valley’ as
seen today. The well heavily landscaped slopes at the foot of Water Tower Hill dropdown
into the original drainage ditch. Arcadia rises up in the background.
The result of this policy is that the estate has become a time capsule little changed in layout
since 1928. Roads and drainage follow their original routes. The garden landscape and
terracing has changed little; platforms designed for tennis courts and croquet lawns now
support pools and gazebos but they are still recognisable features. The property boundaries
are still well defined by drainage and access drives, despite the ingress of the fast growing
shrubs and trees. In fact the amount of greenery has considerably increased since 1942. The
14

David Nelson was a surveyor and civil engineer who was a resident in Adam Park before the war. He recalls
in his memoirs talking to a Royal Netherlands Army Officer called Captain Bartels who had been held at the
POW camp. He knew all the houses - ‘Two were destroyed completely during the battle and a number of others
damaged including my first home in Singapore and there are two British soldiers buried in the garden’ (Nelson
1974: 73)
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construction of Arcadia Road and its designation as a ‘Heritage Road’ has encouraged the
planting and protection of the trees along it. This has somewhat thankfully masked the noise
and view of the PIE and Adam Road but it has also seriously restricted the view of Water
Tower Hill and Hill 95, something which was a critical factor in the defence of the estate.

Fig 5a – The view looking from the foot of Water Tower Hill across the Valley at No. 13
Adam Park is now impaired by trees.
Fig 5b – The gardens are well kept and fully established but reduce fields of fire.
The same stagnation cannot be said however for the environs of the estate. The building of
the ‘Arcadia’ and ‘Hill Crest’ condominiums, the construction of the PIE and the widening of
Adam Road have changed the contours of the land. Even today work on strengthening the
embankments bordering the PIE has cut swathes into the hillsides destroying the archaeology
for good. Modern conveniences, such as electric and digital cabling, improved sewerage and
street lighting, have eaten away at the periphery of the estate. Adam Park maybe an oasis of
tranquillity amongst the all consuming urban sprawl; however little by little it is being lost.

Fig 6a – Hill 95 should be renamed as Hill 96 as the top of it is being raised as earth is
dragged up in order to strengthen the motorway embankment.
Fig 36b – The addition of Arcadia Road resulted in the truncation by bollards of the outer
estate road that once led to No.s 20 and 19 Adam Park.
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